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PLATOON CONTROLLER STATE MACHINE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLCATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Nos. 62/343,819, filed on May 31, 2016, and 62/363,192 filed on July 15,

2016, each of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present application relates generally to systems, methods and devices

for enabling vehicles to closely follow one another safely using automatic or partially

automatic control. More particularly, the invention relates to systems, methods and

devices that permit vehicles to safely and efficiently initiate, maintain and dissolve

vehicle platoons.

[0003] In recent years significant strides have been made in the field of automated

vehicle control. One segment of vehicle automation relates to vehicular convoying

systems that enable vehicles to follow closely together in a safe, efficient and

convenient manner. Following closely behind another vehicle has the potential for

significant fuel savings benefits, but is generally unsafe when done manually by the

driver. One type of vehicle convoying system is sometimes referred to as vehicle

platooning in which a second, and potentially additional, vehicle(s) is/are

automatically or semi-automatically controlled to closely follow a lead vehicle in a

safe manner.

[0004] The fuel efficiency advantages of platooning are particularly noticeable in

fields such as the trucking industry in which long distances tend to be traveled at

highway speeds. One of the on-going challenges of vehicle platooning is managing

the platoon from the identification of the platoon partner(s), through initiating platoon

control and drawing the participants together, maintaining the desired gap during

platooning, and dissolving the platoon in a graceful manner when appropriate.

Another challenge is reliably identifying circumstances in which platooning is not

advised. The present application describes techniques for managing platooning and

for identifying conditions suggesting that platoon control should not be initiated

and/or suggesting dissolution of an existing platoon that platoon.



SUMMARY

[0005] A variety of methods, controllers and algorithms are described for

controlling a vehicle to closely follow another vehicle safely using automatic or

partially automatic control. The described control schemes are well suited for use in

vehicle platooning and/or vehicle convoying applications, including truck platooning

and convoying controllers.

[0006] In one aspect, a method of initiating a platoon between a host vehicle

(which may be the trailing vehicle in the platoon) and a platoon partner (which may

be the leading vehicle in the platoon) is described. In some embodiments, a particular

handshaking protocol between the platoon participants is required before platoon

control is established. After communications between the platoon participants has

been established, the lead vehicle transmits a front system ready message to the

trailing vehicle when its platoon controller is in a state that is ready to platoon. The

platoon controller on the trailing vehicle determines whether it is in a state that is

ready to platoon. When the platoon controller on the trailing vehicle is in a ready to

platoon state, it sends a back system ready message to the lead vehicle. However the

back system ready message can only be sent after the front system ready message has

been received. After the back system is ready, the leading vehicle must then consent

to the platoon. In systems in which the lead vehicle is under manual driver control,

the driver consent must be obtained. After lead vehicle consent has been received, the

driver of the trailing vehicle is informed that the platoon partner is ready to platoon.

At that point, the driver of the trailing vehicle may initiate the platoon which initiates

at least some automated control of the trailing vehicle - which typically includes at

least control of torque and braking requests.

[0007] Preferably, each of the platoon participant must pass a number of

platooning prerequisite checks before its system is deemed ready to platoon -

although the specific checks may vary based on whether the platoon participant is

designated the lead or trailing vehicle.

[0008] In other aspects a number of specific checks are described for determining

whether a platoon controller on a host vehicle is ready to initiate platoon control of

the host vehicle. In some embodiments, the checks include: verifying that the platoon

partner is currently in a ready to platoon state; verifying that the platoon partner is



within a designated range of the host vehicle; verifying that communications between

the host and the platoon partner are stable; and verifying that a tracking unit on the

host has a fix on the platoon partner.

[0009] In some embodiments, the checks further include one or more of: verifying

that a current deceleration of the platoon partner does not exceed an designated

deceleration thresholds; verifying that no cut-in vehicle has been detected between the

host and the platoon partner; verifying that transitioning to platoon control at the

current time would not cause generation of a braking request exceeding a designated

braking request threshold; and verifying that at least two of platoon partner speed,

host vehicle speed, and relative speed of the host vehicle relative to the platoon

partner are within approved platooning limits.

[0010] In another aspect, a platoon controller for controlling a host vehicle's

participation in a platoon is described. The platoon controller includes a state

machine that determines the state of the platoon controller. In some embodiments, the

available states of the state machine when the host vehicle is designated a trailing

vehicle include: a rendezvous state; a back system ready state; a back ready to platoon

state; a back maintain platoon control state; and a back dissolve platoon state.

[0011] In some embodiments, the state machine can only transition to the back

ready to platoon state when a corresponding platoon controller on the partner vehicle

is in a front ready to platoon state that requires a driver of the partner vehicle to

affirmatively indicate that the driver is ready to platoon. In some embodiments, the

state machine can only transition to the back system ready state when a multiplicity of

platooning prerequisite checks, such as the platooning prerequisite checks described

above are met. In some embodiments, a driver of the trailing vehicle must

affirmatively indicate that the driver is ready to platoon for the state machine to

transition from the back ready to platoon state to the back maintain platoon control

state.

[0012] Preferably, the platoon controller is further configured to perform a

multiplicity of platooning requirement checks when the state machine is in the back

maintain platoon control state, and the failure of any of the platooning requirement

checks causes the state machine to transition to the back dissolve platoon state.



[0013] In some embodiments, some of the platooning requirement checks are

based on information received from the leading vehicles, as for example the

identification of a vehicle of concern in front of the platoon partner (e.g., a slow

vehicle ahead of the partner that is too close to the platoon partner) or the

determination that reliable communications have not been received from the platoon

partner for a designated period of time.

[0014] In some embodiments, available states of the state machine when the host

vehicle is designated a leading vehicle include: a front rendezvous state; a front

system ready state; a front ready to platoon state; and a front maintain platoon state.

[0015] In another aspect, a method for generating braking alerts to a driver of a

vehicle while the vehicle is being at least semi-automatically controlled by a platoon

controller as a trailing vehicle in a platoon is described. In some such embodiments, a

desired braking level is determined based at least in part on information received from

a platoon partner that is in front of the trailing vehicle. When it is determined that the

desired braking level exceeds the maximum braking that can be commanded by the

platoon controller and additional braking is deemed necessary, an alert is issued to the

driver to manually apply brakes. Preferably the alert includes a spoken audio

notification that indicates urgency for braking, as for example a spoken BRAKE

NOW command.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The invention and the advantages thereof, may best be understood by

reference to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings in which:

[0017] Figures 1A-1C show a lead vehicle and a following or trailing vehicle at

the three stages of platooning: available, linking, linked.

[0018] Figure 2 shows an embodiment of the forward-looking view seen by the

trailing vehicle.

[0019] Figure 3 shows a variety of communications links between platooning

vehicles, ancillary vehicles, wireless transceivers, and a network operations center.

[0020] Figure 4 illustrates a variety of factors that a central server, such as

maintained at a NOC, might consider in determining candidates for linking.

[0021] Figure 5A illustrates in simplified form an embodiment of a control system



onboard a vehicle for managing communications as well as monitoring and

controlling various vehicle functions.

[0022] Figure 5B illustrates in simplified form an algorithm, operating on the

onboard control system of Figure 5A, by which a lead vehicle issues commands to

and receives data back from a proximately-located following vehicle.

[0023] Figure 6 illustrates in simplified form a variety of types of messages sent

between the NOC and the vehicles, together with simplified architectures for the

onboard system and the NOC.

[0024] Figure 7A illustrates in block diagram form the operation of a platooning

supervisor system, comprising a vehicle monitoring and control system in

combination with one or more software layers, in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention.

[0025] Figure 7B illustrates in greater detail an embodiment of the processors,

sensors and actuators of the vehicle monitoring and control system of Figure 7A,

together with the associated software layers.

[0026] Figure 8A illustrates in greater detail the Platooning Supervisor Layer of

Figure 7A.

[0027] Figure 8B illustrates, from a software functionality perspective, the

operation of an embodiment of the vehicle control system of the present invention.

[0028] Figure 9 illustrates in flow diagram form an embodiment of a vehicle data

processing main loop in accordance with the invention.

[0029] Figure 10 illustrates in flow diagram form an embodiment of NOC-vehicle

communications management.

[0030] Figures 11A-11B illustrate a long range coordination aspect of the present

invention, including a geofencing capability.

[0031] Figure 12 illustrates in flow diagram form an embodiment of a process for

coordination and linking in accordance with the invention.

[0032] Figure 13 illustrates an embodiment of software architecture suited to

perform the travel forecasting function that is one aspect of the present invention.

[0033] Figure 14 illustrates an embodiment of a process architecture for a

platooning system in accordance with the invention.

[0034] Figure 15 illustrates in flow chart form an embodiment by which vehicles



"pull in" to a platooning position, maintain a close platooning gap for a period of time,

and then dissolve the platoon as appropriate.

[0035] Figures 16A-C illustrate engagement of a pair of vehicles during the pull-

in stage of forming the platoon.

[0036] Figure 17A plots closing speed of the rear vehicle relative to the front

vehicle versus gap distance to confirm that the nascent platoon is operating within a

safe region.

[0037] Figures 17B plots speed versus time for a pair of vehicles during pull-in, or

system engagement, until the target gap between vehicles is achieved.

[0038] Figures 18A-18C illustrates in flow diagram form various operating

conditions detected by the system which cause a driver braking alert.

[0039] Figure 19 illustrates in flow diagram form a process for confirming proper

operation of a vehicle-to-vehicle communications link.

[0040] Figure 20 shows an alternative process for selecting the speed of a platoon.

[0041] Figures 21A illustrate a process for coordination of departing vehicles.

[0042] Figure 2IB illustrates in map form the relative physical locations of the

departing vehicles being coordinated by the process of Figure 2 1A.

[0043] Figure 22 illustrates a general process flow for event data logging and data

transfer.

[0044] Figure 23 illustrates in state machine form an embodiment of the

transitions of vehicles from unpaired to platooning, as perceived by a driver.

[0045] Figure 24A illustrates an embodiment of various zones for managing the

transition from unpaired to platooning and back to unpaired.

[0046] Figure 24B illustrates a variation of Figure 24A where the follow vehicle

is gaining on the lead vehicle in anticipation of platooning.

[0047] Figure 24C illustrates a variation of Figure 24B where a platoon is being

dissolved, such that the vehicles return to the unpaired state.

[0048] Figures 25A-25C illustrate the beginning state of a rendezvous between

vehicles intending to platoon, where Figure 25A shows the roadway, Figure 25B

shows the display the driver sees, and Figure 25C shows the hand and foot controls

the driver can actuate.

[0049] Figures 26A-26C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and



driver controls when the vehicles are relatively close to one another but pull-in (or

draw in) for platooning is not yet engaged.

[0050] Figures 27A-27C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls in a reverse formation, where the vehicle intended to be in the lead is

behind the vehicle intended to follow.

[0051] Figures 28A-28C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles are close enough to be ready to platoon.

[0052] Figures 29A-29C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles begin draw in.

[0053] Figures 30A-30C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles have formed a platoon, and represents a platooning

steady state.

[0054] Figures 31A-31C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles have formed a platoon and one of the drivers

determines to end the platoon by actuating either hand or foot controls.

[0055] Figures 32A-32C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the platoon is being dissolved and vehicles are moving apart.

[0056] Figures 33A-33C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls after the platoon has been dissolved and the vehicles are sufficiently

close that the platoon could be re-engaged, but also sufficiently far apart that manual

take-over is permitted.

[0057] Figures 34A-34C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles are sufficiently far apart that they have returned to

the "Ready to Platoon" state.

[0058] Figures 35A-35C illustrate, respectively, the roadway, display screen, and

driver controls when the vehicles are sufficiently far apart that each driver is required

to take over control of their vehicle.

[0059] Figure 36 is a state diagram illustrating a set of platoon controller states

and transition triggers between the states in accordance with an embodiment.

[0060] Figure 37 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a handshaking

process for orchestrating a transition to a platooning state.



[0061] Figure 38 is a block diagram illustrating a number of monitors useful for

determining whether a host vehicle is ready to platoon in accordance with an

embodiment.

[0062] Figure 39 is a block diagram of an alternative controller architecture

suitable for use in an automated or partially automated vehicle control system that

supports platooning.

[0063] Figure 40 is a block diagram of a representative platoon controller

architecture suitable for use in the automatic or partially automated vehicle control

system of Fig. 39.

[0064] Figure 4 1 is a block diagram of a gap controller in accordance with one

embodiment.

[0065] Figures 42A-42C are a series of diagrams illustrating different control

states used by a gap regulator in accordance with one embodiment during different

operational states.

[0066] Figure 43 is a state space diagram illustrating a sliding mode control

scheme.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0067] The present invention will now be described in detail with reference to

several embodiments thereof as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In the

following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of embodiments of the present invention, including the

description of a plurality of different aspects of the invention, including, in some

cases, one or more alternatives. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the

invention can be practiced without implementing all of the features disclosed herein.

The features and advantages of embodiments may be better understood with reference

to the drawings and discussions that follow.

[0068] The present invention relates to systems and methods for automated and

semi-automated vehicular convoying. Such systems enable vehicles to follow closely

behind each other, in a convenient, safe manner. For convenience of illustration, the

exemplary vehicles referred to in the following description will, in general, be large

trucks, but those skilled in the art will appreciate that many, if not all, of the features

described herein also apply to many other types of vehicles and thus this disclosure,



and at least some of the embodiments disclosed herein, is not limited to vehicles of

any particular type.

[0069] Referring first to Figures 1A-1C, three stages of a platoon can be

appreciated. In Figure 1A, vehicle A, indicated at 100, and vehicle B, indicated at

105, are operating independently of one another, but each is available for linking. In

some embodiments, the displays shown at 110 and 115, for vehicles A and B,

respectively, illustrate status, distance from a candidate partner vehicle, and fuel

consumption, in some instances, although other data can also be displayed as will be

better appreciated hereinafter. In Figure IB, vehicles A and Bare sufficiently

proximate to one another that linking, or a merge into a platoon, is allowed. As

explained in greater detail hereinafter, candidates for linking are typically selected at a

network operations center, such as, for example, a fleet management center if the

vehicles are large trucks. In such an embodiment, the NOC sends to each vehicle a

message identifying suitable candidates for linking, together with information to

facilitate both drivers reaching a target rendezvous point at the same time so that they

can form a platoon.

[0070] Thus, referring again to Figure IB, vehicles A and B have at this point

been guided to a rendezvous point on a section of roadway suitable for platooning. As

discussed in U.S. Patent No. 8,744,666, incorporated herein by reference, and also as

discussed in greater detail hereinafter, when the two vehicles are sufficiently

proximate, a communications link is established between them, and a processing

system resident in the front, or lead, truck, begins communicating with a similar

processing system in the back, or follow, truck. In an embodiment, the lead truck

then issues commands to the processing system of the follow truck to control, for

example, the acceleration and braking of the follow truck and bring it into position at

a close following distance behind the lead truck. In an embodiment, the processor in

the lead truck also controls the acceleration and braking of the lead truck to ensure

that the follow truck can be guided safely into position behind the lead truck but at a

close following distance, for example in the range of 10 feet to 60 feet.

[0071] Once the follow truck has been guided into platooning position, the lead

vehicle maintains control of at least the acceleration and braking of the following

truck. At this point, the vehicles are linked, as shown in Figure 1C. However, in at



least some embodiments, the driver of the rear vehicle remaining in control of

steering, such that the rear vehicle is operated only in a semi-automated manner. In

other embodiments, fully automated operation of the rear vehicle is implemented. It

will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that semi-automated and automated are

sometimes referred to as semi-autonomous and autonomous.

[0072] When linked, the view from the front of the rear vehicle is as shown in

Figure 2, again using large trucks as an example for purposes of illustration only. The

lead truck 200 is immediately in front of the follow truck, and a display 210 shows the

view from a forward-facing camera mounted on the lead truck. In some

embodiments, haptic or audio devices can be implemented to ensure that the driver of

the follow truck stays substantially directly behind the lead truck while platooning.

For example, should the driver of the follow vehicle veer out of the lane to the left, an

audio signal on the left side can be activated to assist the driver in returning the

vehicle to the proper alignment with respect to the lead vehicle. Similarly, should the

driver of the follow vehicle veer out of the lane to the right, an audio signal on the

right side can be activated. In some embodiments, which audio signal is activated can

be reversed; that is, a veer to the left can activate the right audio signal, and vice

versa. Should a haptic stimulus be preferred, a pair [right and left] of vibration

sources can be implemented either in the steering wheel, or the driver's seat, or both.

Alternatively, a single vibration source can be used in some embodiments.

[0073] When the vehicles are in platoon formation, a short range communications

link such as DSRC is adequate for communicating messages between the processors

of each truck, although other forms of wireless communication can be used, for

example, cellular. However, even while in platoon formation, it is useful for the

vehicles to maintain regular communication with the NOC. As will be discussed in

greater detail hereinafter, a variety of data is sent from each truck to the NOC,

including truck condition and performance, route changes, local weather, and other

data. This permits the fleet operator to proactively manage truck maintenance and

repair, adjust routing for weather problems or road construction, identify vehicle

location in the event of an emergency, and manage a variety of other analytics.

[0074] Figure 3 illustrates an embodiment of communications links for managing

messaging in a system according to the invention. More specifically, Figure 3



illustrates an embodiment using a variety of communications protocols for managing

messaging among potential or actual platoon partners, one or more associated NOC's,

a wireless access point which provides remote access to the NOC's. In instances

where communication with the NOC is unavailable for a period of time, Figure 3

illustrates an embodiment of a mesh network by which messages can be

communicated between the NOC and a vehicle through intermediary vehicles. More

particularly, vehicle 100 is in communication with platoon partner vehicle 105 via

DSRC or other suitable wired or wireless technologies, as illustrated at 300. In

addition, for most of vehicle 100's route, it is also in communication with NOC 310

via a cellular link 320. Similarly, vehicle 105 communicates with NOC 310 via a

cellular link 320, absent a break in the wireless link.

[0075] However, cellular communication is not always possible, especially in

vehicles driving long distances through varied terrain. Further, cellular is relatively

slow for transfer of large amounts of data, such as may be stored on the vehicle if

video recording or other high bandwidth functions are used. Thus, in some

embodiments vehicles 100 and 105 are also equipped to access WiFi hotspots 330,

which in turn communicate with the NOC through either a wireless link illustrated at

340, or wired channel illustrated at 350. Fixed WiFi hotspots are increasingly

ubiquitous along the roadway, as well as at fleet operations centers. In addition, WiFi

hotspots in vehicles based on 4G LTE or similar services have been introduced.

Microcell and similar technologies can also provide a communications link in some

instances.

[0076] In some embodiments a relay technique based on an ad hoc mesh network

can be used. For example, suppose vehicle 100 is traveling east, and just passed

through an area of good cellular connectivity to the NOC 300 but is now passing

through a zone that has no wireless connectivity. Suppose, too, that vehicle X, shown

at 360 is traveling west, and has been out of contact with the NOC for some period of

time, but will regain wireless connectivity sooner than truck 100. In at least some

embodiments, the NOC 310 knows with reasonable precision the location of each of

the vehicles that it monitors based on travel forecasts, discussed in greater detail

hereinafter, even when cellular or similar links are unavailable. Thus, if NOC 310

needs to send information to vehicle X, the NOC sends to vehicle 100 the message for



vehicle X while vehicle 100 still has connectivity to the NOC. Then, when vehicle

100 and vehicle X are proximate, vehicle 100 relays the NOC's message to vehicle X.

Similarly, if vehicle 100 needs to get data to the NOC, but is presently out of touch

with the NOC, it can relay its data to vehicle X, and vehicle X retransmits the data to

the NOC when vehicle X regains connectivity to the NOC.

[0077] It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that, in some embodiments

although possibly not in others, such wireless messaging will be encrypted for

security purposes. With appropriate safeguards, vehicles not within the management

of the fleet operation can also be used to relay messages. For example vehicles Y and

Z, shown at 370 and 380, can receive messages from Vehicles A and B via link 390

and then relay them to NOC 310 if properly equipped for communication with the

NOC, which can be by means of a standard protocol. In an environment having a

sufficient quantity of vehicles equipped for wireless connectivity, a mesh network is

created by which messages can be passed from vehicle to vehicle and thence to the

NOC. Such a mesh network also permits the passing of status messages from vehicle

to vehicle, so that, for example, the platoon of vehicles 100 and 105 is aware of the

status of surrounding vehicles. For example, the platoon may be informed of where

the car on the left needs to exit the roadway, which, for example, permits the platoon

to avoid having that car cut in between vehicles 100 and 105 or otherwise behave in

an unexpected manner. Likewise, emergency conditions can be communicated to the

platoon, comprised of Vehicles A and B, well in advance, permitting increased

operational safety.

[0078] With the foregoing understanding of platooning and communications

across the network and from vehicle to vehicle, the operation of the central server

that, in at least some embodiments, directs and monitors the vehicles 100, 105, etc.,

can be better appreciated. With reference next to Figure 4, the central server and some

of its inputs can be seen in simplified block diagram form. The central server 400,

either alone or in combination with the system onboard each vehicle 410, 420, makes

decisions and suggestions either for platooning or simply for improved operation,

based on knowledge of one or more of vehicle location, destination, load, weather,

traffic conditions, vehicle type, trailer type, recent history of linking, fuel price, driver

history, and other factors, all as shown at 430A-n. The central server and the onboard



systems both communicate with the driver through display 440. Those

communications can involve linking suggestions, road conditions, weather issues,

updated routing information, traffic conditions, potential vehicle maintenance issues,

and a host of other data. In some instances, a linking opportunity may present itself

independently of the central server. In such an instance, once the pairing is identified

that potential pairing is communicated to at least the onboard system and, in most

instances although not necessarily all, also communicated to the central server. It is

possible that either the central server or the on-board systems will conclude that the

pair is not suitable for linking, and linking is disabled as shown at 450.

[0079] As discussed in pending PCT application PCT/US 14/30770, filed March

17, 2014, linking opportunities can be determined while the vehicles are moving, but

can also be determine while one or more of the vehicles is stationary, such as at a

truck stop, rest stop, weigh station, warehouse, depot, etc. They can also be calculated

ahead of time by the fleet manager or other associated personnel. They may be

scheduled at time of departure, or hours or days ahead of time, or may be found ad-

hoc while on the road, with or without the assistance of the coordination functionality

of the system.

[0080] As noted above, much of the intelligence of the overall system can reside

in either the central server, or in the system onboard each vehicle. However, the

onboard system includes specific functions for controlling the operation of the

vehicle. For example, for large trucks as well as for most vehicles, the onboard system

receives a variety of inputs reflecting immediate operating conditions and, based on

those plus relevant information received from the central server, controls the vehicle

in terms of at least acceleration/ velocity, and braking. Thus, as shown in Figure 5A,

an embodiment of an onboard system comprises a control processor 500 that receives

inputs from, for example, an onboard radar unit 505, a video camera 510, and a lidar

unit 515 via connection (a), typically but not necessarily a CAN interface. The control

processor can configure each of these units and receive data. Connection (b) to inertial

measurement sensors or gyros 520, which can be wireless, gives the control processor

acceleration information in 1, 2 or 3 axes as well as rotation rate information about 1,

2 or 3 axes. In some embodiments, accelerometers can be substituted for gyros,

although gyros are generally used for, for example, rotation rate. A plurality of data



links 530, shown at (c) and expanded to show detail at the lower portion of Figure SA,

provides information about relevant characteristics of the leading truck 100, including

its acceleration, or is used to provide the same or similar information to the following

truck 105. The brake valve and sensor 550, connected on bus (d), provides data on

brake pressure, and is used to apply pressure via a command from the control

processor 500. The accelerator command 555 is sent via an analog voltage or a

communications signal (CAN or otherwise).

[0081] The control processor performs calculations to process the sensor

information, information from the GUI, and any other data sources, and determine the

correct set of actuator commands to attain the current goal (example: maintaining a

constant following distance to the preceding vehicle). As shown there, the data links

include one or more wireless links 535 such as cellular, DSRC, etc. The data links 530

also comprise inputs from the vehicle, shown at 540, which are typically transmitted

via the vehicle's engine control unit, or ECU, indicated at 545 and typically provided

by the vehicle manufacturer. Depending upon the embodiment, the control processor

communicates bi-directionally with the various input devices.

[0082] The operation of the onboard system, or vehicle control unit, of the present

invention can be better appreciated from Figure 5B, which shows, for an embodiment,

the general flow between the vehicle control units of two linked vehicles. Depending

upon the embodiment, two modes of operation are typically implemented: in a first

mode, the front truck's control unit issues commands to the back truck's control unit,

and those commands are, in general, followed, but can be ignored in appropriate

circumstances, such as safety. In a second mode, the front truck's control unit sends

data to the second truck, advising the trailing truck of the data sensed by the lead

truck and the actions being taken by the lead truck. The second truck's control unit

then operates on that data from the front truck to take appropriate action. As shown at

560, the following or trailing truck sends data about its operation to the front or lead

truck. At 565, the lead truck receives the data from the trailing truck, and senses

motion and/or external objects and/or communication inputs. The lead truck then

decides upon actions for the lead truck, shown at 570, and, if operating in the first

mode, also decides upon actions for the back truck, shown at 575. Then, depending

upon whether operating in first or second mode, the lead truck either sends commands



(580) to the trailing truck (first mode), or sends data (585) to the trailing truck (second

mode). If operating in the first mode, the second truck receives the commands and

performs them at 590, with the caveat that the second truck can also chose to ignore

such commands in some embodiments. If operating in the second mode, the second

truck receives the data at 595, and decides what actions to perform. Because the

control programs for both units are, in some embodiments, the same, in most cases the

resulting control of the second truck will be identical regardless of operating mode.

Finally, the second truck communicates to the front truck what actions it has taken,

shown at 600, so that each truck knows the state of the other. It will be appreciated by

those skilled in the art that the control programs need not be the same for both

vehicles in every embodiment.

[0083] In at least some embodiments, the above process is repeated substantially

continually, for example, once per second, to ensure that each truck has the current

state of the other truck, and the NOC has current status for both, thus assisting in

ensuring safe and predictable operation of each truck even when operating in close-

order formation at highway speeds.

[0084] In addition to the foregoing inputs to the control processor of the onboard

system, in some embodiments various warnings and alerts can be implemented as

inputs to either the control processor or a separate warnings and alerts processor, as

described in greater detail in PCT Application PCT/US 14/30770, filed March 17,

2014. Likewise, and also as described in the same PCT Application, a brake check

process can be implemented both to ensure that the vehicle brakes are working

correctly and to help determine which vehicle should lead, as the vehicle with the

better brakes will usually be positioned as the follow vehicle, all other parameters

being equal.

[0085] In at least some embodiments, reliably safe platooning involves a

collaboration between the NOC and the onboard system. Thus, referring to Figure 6,

the interaction between the functionalities provided by the NOC and the operation of

the onboard system can be appreciated at a high level. For purposes of establishing a

platoon, the NOC 601, which resides in the cloud in at least some embodiments,

comprises, in simplified terms, a link finder function 605, a link approver function

610, and a logger function 615. The outputs of the functions are conveyed through a



communication gateway 620 to the onboard system 625. The onboard system 625

receives from the NOC 601 information about vehicle pairings that the NOC has

determined to have linking potential, followed by linking authorizations at the

appropriate time, indicated at 630. In addition, the onboard system receives hazard

advisories, indicated at 635, which in general comprise hazards to the vehicle based

upon the projected route of travel.

[0086] The onboard system 625 comprises, from a functional standpoint, one or

more electronic control units, or ECU's, which manage various functions as more

specifically described in connection with Figure 7A. For the sake of simplicity of

explanation, in Figure 6 only a data ECU is shown, and it provides for message

handling and communications management. It will be appreciated by those skilled in

the art that the ECU function can be implemented in a separate device, or can be

integrated into a ECU which also provides other functions. It will be appreciated that,

in most instances, an ECU as described herein comprises a controller or other

processor, together with appropriate storage and other ancillaries to execute program

instructions of the type discussed in greater detail as discussed herein and particularly

beginning with Figure 7A.In an embodiment, the data ECU 640 manages the WiFi,

LTE and Bluetooth interfaces, indicated at 645, 650 and 655, respectively, and in turn

communicates bidirectionally with a platoon controller ECU function 660. The

platoon controller ECU function in turn communicates bidirectionally with other

platoon candidates and members via a DSRC link 665, and also outputs data to the

driver's display 670.

[0087] In at least some embodiments, the onboard ECU function communicates

with the vehicle's CAN bus 730 which provides connection to a platoon controller

675, log controller 680, driver interface 685. The ECU also provides back to the NOC

reports of vehicle position and health, or "breadcrumbs", at a rate of approximately

once per second, as indicated at 697. In addition, when a data link with suitable high

bandwidth and low cost is available, such as WiFi, the ECU dumps its log to the

NOC, as indicated at 699. Depending upon the embodiment, the log can comprise all

data, including video information, or can comprise a subset of that data. For example,

in an embodiment, the log dump can comprise some or all CAN bus data including

SAE J1939 data, some or all radar, LIDAR and video data, some or all GPS data,



some or all DSRC data, and some or all status data for both radio systems. It will be

appreciated by those skilled in the art that not all such data is transmitted on the CAN

bus, and instead may be communicated via an Ethernet connection, a point-to-point

connection, or other suitable communications link.

[0088] Referring next to Figure 7A, an embodiment of a system in accordance

with the invention is shown in a simplified form of schematic block diagram showing

a hardware layer and the software layers that cause the hardware layer to perform the

inventive functions. In particular, Vehicle Monitoring and Control System 700

comprises one or more processors and related hardware as further described in

connection with Figure 7B et seq. The System 700 provides data to and executes

instructions from Vehicle Control Layer 705 via channel 705A and also provides data

to and executes instructions from Platooning Supervisor Layer 710 via channel 7 1OA.

In addition, Platooning Supervisor Layer 710 also communicates with the Vehicle

Control Layer 705 via channel 7108. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art

that layers 705 and 710 are software layers, executing on the hardware of the

hardware layer shown as System 700.

[0089] The hardware components that comprise the Vehicle Monitoring and

Control System 700, and their interoperation with software layers 705 and 710, can be

better appreciated from Figure 7B. More specifically, in an embodiment, the Vehicle

Monitoring and Control System comprises one or more Electronic Control Units

(ECU's) that receive inputs from various sensors and provide outputs to various

actuators and other devices comprising, for example, the driver HMI and cell and

DSRC transceivers, under the control of the Vehicle Control Layer 705 and

Platooning Supervisor Layer 710. The System 700 also communicates with the Driver

715 over a connection 715A. The System 700 also communicates with a NOC 720,

usually over a wireless link such as shown by cell tower 720A.

[0090] While a single ECU can perform all of the functions necessary in at least

some embodiments of the invention, most modern vehicles have a plurality of ECU's,

with each being assigned a specialty. Thus, as shown in the embodiment illustrated in

Figure 7B, a plurality of ECU's 725A-725N comprise the core of the System 700 and

communicate with one another on bus 730 which can be, in at least some

embodiments, a CAN bus although, depending upon the particular device being



linked, the bus 730 can be a different type of bus or even a point-to-point connection.

In an embodiment, the ECU's 725A-725N, which are merely representative and are

not intended to represent an exhaustive list, receive inputs from video sensors 735,

GPS device(s) 740, trailer sensors 745, hazard sensors 750, and tractor sensors 755.

Depending upon the embodiment, fewer, more or different sensors can be used. The

bus 730 also permits the ECU's to transmit control signals to tractor actuators 760, to

provide data to and receive inputs from the driver via HMI 765, and to manage Cell

and DSRC transceivers 770 and 775, respectively. Further, the bus 730 provides a link

by which data from the various sensors and ECU's can be stored on Data Storage 780.

The various ECU's 725A-N can comprise, among others. Radar ECU 725A,

Braking/Stability ECU 7258, Adaptive Cruise Control ECU 725C, Platooning ECU

725D, Data Collection ECU 725E, HMI ECU 725F, DSRC ECU 725G, Engine ECU

725H, Dashboard ECU 7251, Chassis ECU 725J, transmission ECU 725K. Other

tractor ECU's can also be implemented, as shown at 725M, and other trailer ECU's

can similarly be implemented as shown at 725N. It will be appreciated by those

skilled in the art that the software comprising the vehicle control layer and the

platooning supervisor layer can be distributed across one, some, or all such ECU's.

[0091] Referring next to Figure 8A, the Platooning Supervisor Layer and its

interaction with the Vehicle Monitoring and Control System 700 can be appreciated in

greater detail. Except for the System 700, Figure 8A illustrates various software

functionalities of an embodiment of the present invention. The Driver HMI

functionality, indicated at 765, interacts directly with the vehicle driver, and presents

to the driver information from the System 700 as well as the Platooning Supervisor

Layer as well as serving as the input mechanism for the Driver's commands and

choices, for example, selections of a linking partner, or acceptance by the driver of an

offered link.

[0092] The NOC Communications Manager 800 establishes and maintains a

secure communication link between the vehicle and the NOC, and provides the

mechanism for passing messages reliably to and from the NOC. The NOC

Communications Manager receives inputs from the Vehicle Monitoring function 805,

the Hazards Monitoring function 810, the Software Update Management function

815, and the NOC itself.



[0093] The Vehicle Monitoring functionality 805 samples and filters the vehicle

state from any of the sources connected to the bus 730, based on requests from the

NOC 720. The NOC 720 specifies what information is to be provided, and at what

interval, or frequency, and also specifies how the data is to be processed before being

communicated back to the NOC. Alternatively, local processing can replace the NOC.

The Hazards Monitor 810 "listens" on the Bus 730 for vehicle faults and

communicates relevant vehicle faults to the NOC. The Hazards Monitor 810 also

receives hazard alerts from the NOC, and, based on its inputs including vehicle status

and environmental conditions, makes a local determination on whether to override a

platooning authorization. The Hazards Monitor provides an Authorization Override to

Authorization Management function 820, and also sends a hazards warning to the

driver via HMI Services function 840. The Software Update Manager 815 responds

to version queries and provides the mechanism by which software on the vehicle can

be remotely upgraded.

[0094] The Hazards Monitor can locally override a linking authorization from the

NOC in the event a condition is detected which either negates a planned linking,

adjusts the platooning distance, or otherwise alters the conditions on which the

authorization is based. Such conditions typically include vehicle status problems, or

adverse environmental conditions. If the Hazards Monitor override is based upon a

vehicle fault or other status issue, that fault or issue is also communicated to the NOC

so that the NOC can take it into consideration when evaluating future linking

involving the vehicle. Other conditions leading to a Hazards override can result from

issues external to the vehicle itself, such as weather, traffic or road conditions

detected by other vehicles. Depending upon the embodiment and the particular

condition, the information about the external issue can be communicated to the NOC

by another vehicle, and then sent to the vehicle receiving the linking authorization, or

the information about the external issue can be communicated from the other vehicle

directly to the vehicle receiving the linking authorization. In either case, the onboard

system passes the hazard information to the Hazards Monitor, which takes appropriate

action to either cancel or modify the authorized linking.

[0095] In the absence of an override from the Hazards Monitor, the

Authorizations Manager 820 receives and interprets authorization packets from the



NOC, via the NOC Communications Manager 800, in combination with absolute

position, speed and heading information from the Vehicle Position Tracking function

825 [in turn received from the System 700] to help determine the proximity of the

platooning partners proposed by the NOC, as discussed in greater detail hereinafter.

The Authorizations Manager sends to the System 700 a link authorization status

message together with a time to transition, i.e., a time at which the platooning partner

is proximate and linking can begin. The Authorizations Manager also sends an

identification of the selected platooning partner to Inter-vehicle Communications

Management function 830, and, in some embodiments, sends to an Approach

Guidance function 835 information regarding the selected platooning partner, its

position, and guidance for linking.

[0096] The Inter-vehicle Communications Manager 830 manages the mutual

authentication of the platooning partners by providing security credentials to the

System 700, typically communicated over a DSRC [Digital Short Range

Communications] link. In embodiments having approach guidance, the Approach

Guidance function 835 operates in two modes. When the partner vehicle is outside

DSRC range, it provides approach guidance directly from the NOC, if such guidance

is available. Then, once a secure communications link with the platooning partner has

been established, over a DSRC link in at least some embodiments, the Approach

Guidance function provides local approach guidance independent of the NOC, using

position and speed information provided by the partner vehicle together with local

vehicle tracking information, such as radar tracking status received from System 700

and data from Vehicle Position Tracking function 825. Depending upon the

embodiment, the guidance can comprise supplying the driver with none, some, or all

of mapping, video and radar inputs, lane alignment, and any other data available from

the system. In some embodiments, the driver manually uses such data to position the

vehicle for platooning, at which point the platooning controller engages and brings the

vehicles to the desired platooning gap.

[0097] The HMI Services function 840 provides the semantic layer for interaction

with the driver of the vehicle, and converts status information from the vehicle,

including the software layers, into relevant messages to the driver. In addition, the

HMI Services function processes inputs from the driver. The HMI Services module



provides presentation data to the Vehicle Hardware for display to the driver on the

Driver HMI, typically a touchscreen display to permit easy entry of driver commands,

choices, and other inputs. For the driver of the following vehicle, the display typically

includes a video stream of the forward-looking camera on the lead vehicle.

[0098] Referring next to Figure 8B, the software functionalities described above

can be appreciated in the context of the software functions of the system as a whole.

As in Figure 8A, the Inter-vehicle Communications function 830, which includes

management of DSRC Communications and Incoming Vehicle Signature Commands,

discussed hereinafter at Figures 17A et seq., sends messages to HMI Services function

840, which provides an interface to the Driver function shown at 765. Inputs from the

driver interface 765 include link requests based on the driver's selection of a platoon

partner. It will be appreciated that multiple potential platoon partners will exist on

many routes, thus giving the driver multiple options. However, in some embodiments

and for some fleets, the platoon partner choices will be determined at fleet operations,

for example where multiple trucks routinely follow the same route to the same or

nearby destinations. In such instances the driver's options are either to accept the link

or to reject it.

[0099] The HMI Services function also provides to a Supervisor Layer 850 input

events received from the driver, and receives from the Supervisor Layer presentation

data. The HMI Services function comprises, in an embodiment, a GUI 840A, video

feed 8408, physical inputs 840C, and audio inputs and outputs 8400. The Supervisor

Layer includes a Link Management function 850A, cellular communications

management 850B and data store and logging 850C.

[00100] The Supervisor Layer also sends Link Authorizations and Vehicle

Signature commands and data to a Platooning Controller function 855, and receives

from that controller status messages including DSRC status, faults, and radar status.

The Platooning Controller 855 comprises various functions, including Gap Regulation

855A, Mass Estimation 855B, Brake Health Monitoring 855C, Platooning Status

8550, and Fault Handling 855E. Gap regulation can involve setting a distance from

the lead to the follow vehicle, or can involve setting a time headway from the back of

the lead vehicle to the front of the follow vehicle. In either event, the objective is to

ensure that the distance provides acceptable fuel economy benefits while at the same



time ensuring the safety of both vehicles.

[00101] To perform the foregoing functions, the Platooning Controller receives

inputs from the tractor representing status of various tractor functions, shown

generally at Tractor Sensing 860. In an embodiment, those functions include Lidar

data 860A, Visual data 860B, radar 860C, GPS position 860D, wheel speed 860E,

pedal position 860F, Engine Temperature 860G (sensed either from the block, from

the engine bay, or other suitable location), steering 860H, inertial measurement 8601,

brake pressure 860J, barometer and related weather sensing 860K, and combinations

of such sensed data indicated as sensor fusion 860L. Other data, such as fuel level or

remaining driving range, as well as Sensed Vehicle Signature Data (discussed

hereinafter at Figures 17 et seq.) is also provided in some embodiments. In some

embodiments, the Tractor Sensing function communicates bi-directionally with the

Inter-Vehicle Communication module, in particular where some processing of the

data related to vehicle signature occurs within the ECU's associated with the Tractor

Sensing functions.

[00102] The Platooning Controller communications bi-directionally with the Inter-

vehicle Communication module 830 regarding mass, position, velocity,

torque/braking, gear and faults. More specifically, the Controller 855 receives, via the

DSRC link, data about the other vehicle including mass, position, velocity,

torque/brake status, gear, and faults. The Platooning Controller uses these inputs to

provide the status data to the Supervisor Layer, as mentioned above, and also provides

torque and brake commands, and gear. In the absence of a gear sensor, gear selection

can be calculated for manual transmissions based on engine speed and tire rotation

speed. Gear on automatic transmissions can be sensed directly from the Transmission

ECU.

[00103] The Platooning Controller 855 also receives status and fault information

from a Tractor Actuation function 865, which, in an embodiment, comprises the

functions 865A-865F of steering, throttle, shifting, clutch, and braking as well as

other driver-controlled actions such as a jake brake, etc. In at least some

embodiments, the driver [function block 765] can provide all of such inputs to the

tractor actuation block 865, although both braking and throttle are under the control of

the platooning controller 855 during linking and while linked as a platoon. In some



embodiments, a Tractor Indication function 870, comprising a Platooning Indication

870A, is also provided, and controls a physical indicator positioned on the tractor and

visible to other vehicles proximate to the platoon. The physical indicator is typically

enabled when a platoon is formed, and can also be enabled during the linking process.

[00104] Turning next to Figure 9, the data processing which occurs on the vehicle

can be better appreciated. When the vehicle is started, the hardware starts up as shown

at 900. The Data Bus handlers are registered with the system at 905, using either a

default configuration or, if a configuration has been received from the NOC and is

active, using that active configuration. At 910 a platoon authorization "listener" is

started, whose function is to listen for platoon authorization messages from the NOC.

[00105] Next, at step 915 the latest vehicle event data is processed, after which a

check is made at 920 to see whether a platoon authorization notice has been received

from the NOC. If so, at 925 the authorization record is posted to the controller by a

software interface such as an API. If no platoon authorization has been received, a

check is made at step 930 to determine whether a configuration change has been

received from the NOC. If so, the new configuration is implemented and alters what

data is collected from the vehicle and reported to the NOC in a "breadcrumb"

message, and a restart signal is sent to cause a loop back to step 905 where the data

bus handlers are re-registered in accordance with the new configuration.

[00106] If no new configuration has been received, the process advances to step

940, where a check is made to see if sufficient time has elapsed that position and

status information are due to be sent to the NOC. If not, the process loops back to

step 915. If so, the position and status information, or "breadcrumb" message, is sent

to the NOC. The frequency at which such breadcrumb messages are sent to the NOC

is, in at least some embodiments, defined by the configuration parameters received

from the NOC, which parameters also define the event data that is to be sent to the

NOC as part of the message. In at least some embodiments, the "breadcrumb"

message is reported to the NOC regularly, for example once per second. In addition,

when appropriate, an "I am available for platooning" message is also sent regularly to

the NOC.

[00107] Figure 10 illustrates an embodiment of the process by which connections

between the NOC and the vehicle are managed. Service at the NOC starts as shown at



step 1000, and the NOC waits for a connection from a vehicle on a known port,

shown at 1005. The NOC then validates the truck and opens a secure session, shown

at 1010, followed by creating a publisher message with a message broker

functionality as shown at step 1015. A publisher thread is then spawned at 1020, at

which point the publisher connection and the network connection are passed to the

thread. The thread listens for a message from the vehicle, for example a 'breadcrumb'

message or an "I'm available for platooning" message, shown at step 1025. Once a

message is received from the vehicle, shown at step 1030, the process loops and the

NOC returns to listening mode at step 1025. If no message occurs within a given time

window, the thread terminates as shown at step 1035.

[00108] Following the spawning of the publisher thread, and essentially in parallel

with the execution of that thread, the process creates a subscriber message with a

message broker as shown at 1040. A subscriber thread is then spawned at step 1045,

and the subscriber connection and network connection are passed to the subscriber

thread as shown at 1050. A check is made for queued messages at 1055, and any

queued messages are sent to the vehicle at 1060. If there are no queued messages, or

if the queued messages have been sent, the process advances to step 1065 and waits

for the message to be published to the vehicle. The process then loops back to step

1060. In the event that the message could not be sent to the truck at step 1060,

typically as the result of a connection failure, the messages are queued at step 1070

and the thread terminates at step 1075.

[00109] Referring next to Figures 11A and 11B, one can better appreciate the

process of coordination and linking to form a platoon. Figure 11A shows one

embodiment of the coordination and linking functionality, indicated generally atllOO.

After the process starts at step 1101, a set of platoon-capable pairings is received. The

set of pairings is, in at least some embodiments, received from the NOC and

comprises a list of potential platoon partners. Depending on the availability of other

vehicles, or on the fleet's priorities, the driver may be presented with only a single

platooning choice that is either accepted or rejected. Alternatively, in some

embodiments and for some vehicles the identification of platoon-capable partners can

be generated locally. In either event, authentication keys are provided to enable

secure communications between linking partners. Thereafter, at step 1110, either the



driver or the system identifies a vehicle available for coordination as a platooning

partner, and a platooning offer is communicated as shown at 1122, indicated in some

embodiments by a self-acceptance message. In either approach, the other vehicle (the

"far" vehicle) can then accept, step 1124, meaning that the pair has agreed to

coordinate for possible linking as shown at 1130. Depending on vehicle positioning,

weight of load, vehicle equipment, and other factors, a vehicle within linking range

may be identified as a Following Vehicle Available for Linking 1142 or a Leading

Vehicle Available for Linking 1144. If neither of these is the case, the system returns

to coordination mode. Once a Following Vehicle Available for Coordination has

Accepted the link, 1152, and the Self Vehicle also accepts the link, 1153, (in any

order), the link is initiated. Upon completion of the link, the vehicles are now linked

1162. Similarly, once a Leading Vehicle Available for Coordination has Accepted the

link, step 1154, the Self Vehicle then also accepts the link, step 1155, initiating the

link. Upon completion of the link, the vehicles are now linked as shown at step 1164.

[00110] To properly determine not only which vehicles are appropriate for linking,

but also which vehicle should be the lead vehicle and which the follow, certain

vehicle characteristics are important. One aspect is shown in Figure 11B, where the

characteristics of engine torque and acceleration are collected internally to the vehicle

at step 1165, and vehicle mass is calculated at step 1170. That information, which can

be processed locally or at the NOC, is then used to adjust the gap between the

vehicles, or to modify the algorithm, as shown at step 1175. In addition, the data can

be used to choose whether to link or not, step 1180, although other factors can also be

considered in at least some embodiments. Other factors can include, for example, the

proposed distance of the platoon, time duration, time of day, hours of service and

related restrictions, fuel level and driving range, refueling possibilities, service level

agreement issues, the need for the vehicle to be at a destination at a given time for

further use or maintenance, driver meals and relief breaks, driver satisfaction, driver

pay, traffic rules and regulations, etc. If a link is to be made, one or more of the

factors can assist in informing the decision on which vehicle should lead, step 1185.

[00111] Before a platoon can be formed, and even before potential platooning

partners can be identified, the route for a vehicle available for platooning must be

known at least in part. This can be accomplished by generating a vehicle travel



forecast, as shown in Figure 12. The process there starts by receiving position

information for a vehicle, designated Vehicle A, at step 1200. The position

information can comprise longitude/latitude information, or a coordinate pair plus

speed and heading, or a series or trail of coordinate pairs. A GPS device, as described

in the foregoing figures, is suitable for providing such information.

[00112] The process of Figure 12 continues by checking at step 1205 to determine

whether Vehicle A's route is known. In many instances, vehicles such as large

commercial trucks travel routes that are repeated frequently, or are set by a fleet

manager or other supervisor. As a result, in many instances a particular vehicle's route

is known and stored in a database, typically maintained at a NOC and, in at least some

instances, also available locally. If, however, Vehicle A's route is not known, a search

is made at step 1210 for nearby routes that would be acceptable for platooning in a

manner discussed in U.S. Patent Application SN 62/249,898, filed 11/2/2015 and

incorporated herein by reference.

[00113] After the search at step 1210, a check is made at step 1215 to determine if

at least one platoonable route, suitable for use by Vehicle A, is found. If not, the

process stops for the time being, as shown at step 1220. However, in most instances at

least one platoonable route will be identified. In such cases, a determination is then

made as to where and when it is feasible for Vehicle A to join the platoonable route,

as shown at step 1225. Then, at step 1230, Vehicle A's route start location and time is

used together with Vehicle A's expected speeds, to calculate, in the NOC or in the

Vehicle Monitoring and Control System 700, minimum and maximum times for

Vehicle A's arrival at specific waypoints on the identified route. Based on those

calculations, a travel forecast for Vehicle A is then generated in either a local or

remote process, as shown at step 1235. In addition to the factors discussed above for

developing a travel forecast, one or more of the factors discussed in connection with

Figure 11B, above, are also considered in formulating the travel forecast for some

embodiments. The travel forecast, which is stored at the NOC in at least some

embodiments, can then be used to search for potential platooning partners, as

discussed in connection with Figure 13.

[00114] If Vehicle A's route is known, the route information is fetched from the

database of known routes. Vehicle A's position is then compared to the known route,



as shown at step 1245. If Vehicle A is off route, a determination is made at step 1250

as to where and when it is feasible for Vehicle A to rejoin the expected route. If

rejoining is determined feasible, as shown at step 1255, the process loops back to step

1230 to provide Vehicle A with appropriate guidance for rejoining the route, followed

by generation of a travel forecast. If it is not feasible for Vehicle A to rejoin the route,

the process terminates, for the time being, at step 1260. A termination at either step

1220 or step 1260 is temporary, since platooning possibilities change as Vehicle A's

position on its route changes and, in at least some embodiments, vehicles report their

changed position via breadcrumb messages.

[00115] Once a travel forecast has been generated for Vehicle A, it is possible to

search for potential platooning partners. One embodiment for such a search and

linking process is shown in Figure 13, which can be seen to elaborate in some respects

on the process shown in Figure 11A. The process of Figure 13 begins with the receipt

of a platoon request from Vehicle A The request, shown at step 1300, is received at a

processor, located in the NOC in at least some embodiments but potentially located

elsewhere such as on board one or more vehicle in other embodiments. A travel

forecast such as results from the process of Figure 12 is then either generated or

retrieved, as shown at step 1305. At step 1310, a search of the travel forecasts stored

in a database at the NOC, shown at 1315, is made to identify other stored forecasts

with similar routing. Based on those similar routings, a list of potential platoon

partners is generated in the processor.

[00116] Occasionally, no potential platoon partners will be identified by the

search, in which case a check made at step 1320 results in a "no." In such an

event, Vehicle A's travel forecast is added to the database 1315 if not already

stored, and the driver is informed that no platooning possibilities currently

exist. In most cases, however, one or more potential platooning partners will

be identified, such that a "yes" results from the check at step 1320. If so, a list

of potential partners is sent to Vehicle A, as shown at step 1330. Depending

upon the embodiment, a platoon offer can also be sent concurrently to the

identified potential partners, Bi, Bn, as shown at step 1335. In some cases,

and as shown at step 1340, the driver selects from the list provided in step

1330, and a platooning offer is sent only to those partners selected by the



driver of Vehicle A . In some embodiments, the fleet operator determines the

potential pairings and the driver receives only one choice, which can either be

accepted or rejected. At step 1345, Vehicle A's selection is retrieved,

typically indicated by a manual or audible command from the driver. The

responses from the potential partners, for example Vehicle B i are shown at

step 1350. A check for acceptance of the platooning offer is made at step 1355.

Should there be no acceptances, Vehicle A's travel forecast is added, if not

already stored, to the current travel forecasts database as shown at step 1325.

[00117] In most cases, Vehicles A and B i agree, in which case the process

advances to step 1360. As shown at step 1360, in most cases platoon approval

is sent by the NOC, as discussed above in connection with Figure 8A-8B,

together with advice for the respective rendezvous actions to be taken by

Vehicles A and B i. In addition, as shown at step 1365, the travel forecasts

for Vehicles A and B i are removed from the database of current travel

forecasts, since neither is currently available for platooning. In some

embodiments, platoons of more than two vehicles are permitted, in which

case the travel forecasts of Vehicles A and B are maintained in the database

of current travel forecasts.

[00118] Following approval of the platoon, the positions of vehicles A and

B i is monitored by the NOC, including during formation of the platoon and

thereafter. In addition, the NOC monitors road and other conditions such as

traffic, weather, construction, and so on, to identify conditions relevant to the

platoon of Vehicles A and B i provides alerts to both drivers as well as

providing relevant data or commands to the onboard systems for each

vehicle. Such monitoring continues at least until the platoonable routing is

completed, step 1380, or one of the drivers disengages, step 1385, after which

the process stops at 1390.

[00119] The process of operating vehicles as a platoon, i.e., semi-

automatically (or, in some embodiments, automatically/autonomously)

within a relatively close distance to one another, comprises several phases,

as discussed generally above. While the present invention is described, for

clarity, as involving platoons of two vehicles, it will be understood by those



skilled in the art that the present invention is not limited to platoons of two

vehicles, but instead can be any number of vehicles operating cooperatively

in accordance with the processes and systems described herein. More

specifically, the initiation of the platoon involves pull-in, or bringing the

vehicles, operating at speed, into close proximity to one another until they

are separated by a target gap distance. Once pull-in is completed, their joint

movement as a platoon is maintained during normal operation, which can

involve either maintaining the same gap distance or adjusting the gap

distance for specific operating conditions. In addition, normal operation is

also subject to various alerts, some of which may cause the platoon to be

dissolved. Dissolution of the platoon involves increasing the gap distance

sufficiently to permit independent operation of the vehicles, including

ending semi-automatic operation and, in at least some instances, having the

driver take over operation of the vehicle. In other embodiments, fully

automatic operation is permitted and no driver take-over is required.

[00120] While various processes used by the platooning system of the

present invention have been discussed in detail previously herein, including

both hardware and software perspectives, Figure 14 shows, in a generalized

flow diagram, an embodiment of the interaction of the various processes

involved in during pull-in, normal operation, and dissolution of a platoon. In

particular, a user interface 1400 receives driver inputs and provides driver

outputs. Input processes can include partner selection and start/stop

commands for either initiating or dissolving a platoon. Output processes

include displaying video or other data, in addition to alerts or warnings either

in the form of lights or sounds. In addition, as shown in block 1405, various

processes involve vehicle-to-vehicle [V2V] communication, primarily

getting data from the front vehicle to the back vehicle (or vehicles), and

sending data from the vehicles following the lead vehicle to the front or

other vehicles in the platoon. As discussed in greater detail, above, the data

can comprise, for example, engine and brake status, sensor data, such as

speed, radar, or GPS, user input from the front driver, and video/voice

communications. Data sent from the following vehicles to the other vehicles



in the platoon can comprise all of the foregoing, including specifically

whether the speed controller is on or off, plus video/voice data from the

follow vehicle(s).

[00121] The main process is shown in block 1410, which receives

inputs from the user interface processes 1400 and the V2V processes 1405.

The main process 1410 also receives, through V2V block 1405, data from a

sensor processes block 1415 and a front truck tracker process block 1420. In

addition, the main process block also receives commands from speed and

gap controller process 1425, which also receives data from the front truck

tracker process 1420. The speed controller process 1425 is part of the

platooning controller 855 shown in Figure 8B in at least some embodiments,

and can act to achieve a desired gap between vehicles, a desired relative

speed between the vehicles, or a combination of the two at different times

during a maneuver. It outputs torque and braking commands, and other

actuator commands as needed to achieve the desired gap or relative speed as

well as, in some embodiments, transmission gear selection. The processes

managed by the sensor process block 1415 comprise detecting all vehicles in

front of the back vehicle, which can include the front vehicle or other

vehicles in the platoon, as well as vehicles not part of the platoon, such as

vehicles that cut in between the platooning vehicles. In addition, the sensor

processes can include determining location, such as by means of a GPS

process.

[00122] The front truck tracker processes 1420 comprise identifying

the back end of the front vehicle, for example the back of the trailer of the

front truck where the vehicles are combination tractor-trailers. As discussed

previously, such identification comprises, in at least some embodiments,

fusing data from the sensors of both trucks, determining gap size and relative

lateral position of the platooning vehicles, and detecting other vehicles

between the platooning vehicles or otherwise proximate enough to be of

concern. Not all of these functions are needed in every embodiment, as, for

example, lateral position detection may not be necessary, nor may detection

of proximate vehicles. The speed and gap controller processes 1425



comprise determining engine and brake commands based on instructions

received from main processes 1410 together with data from the front truck

tracker process 1420. Those instructions include, for example, closing the

gap distance between the vehicles ("gap"), maintaining the gap, and

increasing the gap. In addition, the speed controller processes can include

sending engine torque and engine retarder commands to the engine control

ECU of the vehicle, as well as sending brake commands to the brake ECU of

the vehicle. In an embodiment, each of those commands goes through the

main process. The main process 1410 includes control system processes

including monitoring system components, processing user inputs, and

turning the associated speed controller on or off. Further, if the speed

controller is on, the main process block can request that the speed controller

processes generate various commands, including closing the gap,

maintaining the gap, or increasing the gap, which can comprise dissolving or

ending the platoon.

[00123] Referring next to Figure 15, an implementation of the

processes shown generally in Figure 14 can be appreciated in greater detail.

The system starts at step 1500, and at step 1505 advances through selection

of a platooning partner in the manner discussed previously. The vehicles

then prepare to platoon, shown at 1510, beginning with a check to ensure

that all platooning conditions are met, shown at 1515. If not all conditions

are met, the process loops back to step 1510. However, if they are met, the

process advances to step 1520 and approval to begin to platoon. If the

drivers are ready to platoon as indicated by the one or more of the drivers

taking an action such as pressing a button, checked at 1525, the process

begins the pull-in process, shown at step 1530. If the drivers are not ready,

the process loops to step 1515. In some embodiments, for example for

autonomous vehicles, no driver exists and the process can proceed

automatically.

[00124] As shown at step 1530, the pull in process involves closing

the gap between the platooning vehicles, until they reach the target gap for

normal platooning operation. Pull-in is discussed in greater detail



hereinafter. In an embodiment, the target gap is typically about 30 feet for

long haul trucks, but can range from less than 20 feet to more than 50 feet

for such large vehicles, and can vary significantly from that range for other

types platooning vehicles. Calculation of safe gap distance preferably takes

into account vehicle speed and braking capability, and can also take into

account weather, road conditions, and other factors external to the vehicle.

Once pull-in begins, a check is made at step 1535 to determine whether the

vehicles have closed to the target platooning gap. If yes, the platoon is

maintained at that distance as shown at step 1540. If not, a check is made at

step 1550 to determine whether there is a request to dissolve the platoon, for

example for one or more of the reasons described in connection with Figures

18A-C. If no request to dissolve the platoon has occurred, the process loops

to step 1530 and the pull-in process continues. The tests performed at step

1535 occur frequently, as part of the realtime control loop of the system,

typically significantly faster than once per second, for example, ten times per

second or more frequently, and so the loop of steps 1530-1530-1550 will

typically occur many times before the vehicles move close enough that they

are at target gap distance. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art

that, for some embodiments, operation of the active cruise control (ACC)

and collision mitigation systems (CMS) of some vehicles will be modified in

accordance with the present invention to permit the platooning vehicles to

close to the desired gap distance.

[00125] Requests to dissolve the platoon can also be identified

through a check at step 1545, also performed regularly, again typically

significantly faster than once per second as noted above. If a request to

dissolve is received from either step 1545 or step 1550, those requests are

mux'ed at step 1555 and a dissolve platoon process is initiated at step 1560.

The dissolve platoon process essentially involves gradually increasing the

gap by decreasing the speed of the rear vehicle relative to the front vehicle.

Once a suitable distance is achieved, where the braking and other safety

benefits of the present system are no longer needed, driver take-over is

enabled as checked at step 1565. If the gap is not yet sufficient for driver



take-over, the check at step 1565 yields a no and the dissolve process loops

to step 1560. If step 1565 yields a yes, the dissolve process continues at step

1570 by signaling to the driver that he is to take over operation of the

vehicle. Of course, in the event of an emergency, the driver can terminate the

platoon immediately either by pressing on the brake or simply turning off the

platoon authorization, either of which generates a dissolve request as

checked at steps 1545 and 1550.

[00126] Following driver take over as shown at step 1570, a check is

made at 1575 to determine whether the dissolve process is complete. A yes

can occur in different scenarios. In some instances, a platoon is dissolved

because road conditions, traffic, a cut-in by another vehicle, or other events,

makes platooning inappropriate for a short period of time, but the routing

and partner selection still are acceptable for platooning once the

unacceptable condition is resolved. The dissolve process can also end

following take-over by the drivers, for example because of an emergency.

Thus, if the check at 1575 yields a yes, the process can loop through mux

1585 back to step 1510 to see if further platooning is acceptable. If step 1575

yields a "no", the process advances to step 1580 to determine whether the

driver has successfully taken over. A "no" loops to step 1570 while a yes is

muxed at 1585 with a yes from step 1575, and loops back to step 1510. It

will be appreciated that operation of the ACC and CMS of the vehicle may

operate normally when the platoon is dissolved.

[00127] Referring next to Figures 16A-C, various scenarios for pull-in

are shown. More specifically, in Figure 16A, rear vehicle 1600 is in the

same lane as front vehicle 1605 . Once the rear driver engages the platooning

system, and assuming platooning is otherwise approved as shown in Figure

15, pull-in begins by advancing the rear vehicle toward the front vehicle

until the desired gap distance is achieved. A methodology for managing that

pull-in process is discussed in connection with Figures 17A-17B. This pull-

in process in the same lane can be challenging, because it involves the rear

truck having a higher velocity than the front truck, and thus having a longer

stopping distance. This puts constraints on the operation to ensure safety, as



discussed below. Alternatively, the rear truck may be in a lane adjacent the

lane of the lead vehicle, but behind the lead vehicle, as shown by vehicles

1610 and 1615 in Figure 16B. Finally, the lead vehicle may be in a lane

adjacent to the rear vehicle, but the front vehicle will need to overtake the

rear vehicle, as shown by vehicles 1620 and 1625 in Figure 16C. In

accordance with an embodiment of an aspect of the system, a limited time

window is imposed by the system for completing the lane changes required

in the scenarios of Figure 16B and 16C. The time window starts when the

driver engages the platooning system, and is set by the system. In an

embodiment, the time window is, for example, set to allow overtaking of

non-platooning vehicles, but to be short enough that drivers do not platoon in

adjacent lanes for an extended period of time.

[00128] In the scenario of Figures 16B and 16C, the vehicle needing

to change lanes can move to the desired gap distance relative to the other,

and change lanes while maintaining speed, all without requiring any

complimentary speed adjustment from the other vehicle. However, for

safest operation, that will not be true for the scenario of Figure 16A, where

both vehicles are in the same lane and pull-in involves bringing the rear

vehicle to the target gap from the front vehicle. In such a scenario, which

also may apply to the scenarios of Figures 16B and 16C if the lane change is

not made at the correct distance from the other vehicle, a range of safe

operation exists, and it can be preferable to slow the lead vehicle slightly to

improve the safety margin. This can be better appreciated with reference to

Figures 17A-B. In Figure 17A, closing speed, or the relative velocity

between the rear vehicle and the front vehicle, is plotted on the vertical axis,

while gap, or distance, between the front of the rear vehicle and the rear of

the front vehicle is plotted on the horizontal axis. The target gap, non-zero

in this embodiment is as indicated. A larger gap permits greater relative

speed, such that the triangular area indicated by cross-hatching represents the

region of safe operation. From this, it can be seen that, if the rear truck

speeds up relative to the front truck, in order to close the gap, the increased

distance between the vehicles necessary for safe operation extends the time



needed for the vehicles to reach the target gap distance.

[00129] With reference to Figure 17B, it can be seen that, by slowing

the lead truck slightly, a smaller gap is acceptable during pull-in. Once gap

distance is achieved, both vehicles can accelerate under the control of the

platooning system, so that both return to the desired platooning speed. As

shown by the dashed line in Figure 17B, the rear vehicle may be commanded

to maintain speed, or commanded to speed up, or commanded to slow down

somewhat less that the amount by which the speed of the lead vehicle is

reduced. In each of these scenarios the slowing of the lead vehicle will still

allow the platooning vehicles to reach the desired gap distance more quickly

and safely than if the lead vehicle maintained speed.

[00130] Referring next to Figures 18A-18C, various alternatives for

managing driver alerts in response to potential braking issues will be

described. Many vehicles, including larger trucks have braking controllers

that control the brakes. In addition to being responsive to driver braking

inputs (e.g. pressing the brake pedal), some such controllers can receive

braking commands from electronic systems (e.g. the platoon controller, an

ACC or CMS system, autonomous vehicle controllers, etc.) Currently most

such braking controllers limit the amount of braking that can be commanded

by an electronic system. This limitation is often based on safety concerns

and the belief that a driver may be better able to judge the appropriate

response to potential braking emergencies than the electronic controllers. As

such, it is common for the driver to be able to command more braking by

stomping on the brake pedal than will be implemented in response to

commands from various automated control systems.

[00131] When the platoon controller utilizes a braking controller that is subject to

such limitations it may be desirable to generate braking alerts to the driver that warn

the driver of situations in which manual braking or manually assisted braking may be

desirable. In general, a braking alert can be activated any time that the platoon

controller determines (or conditions otherwise indicate) that more braking may be

required or desired than can or will be implemented in response to a command from

the platoon controller and/or braking controller.



[00132] The braking alert may be conveyed to the driver in a variety

of different manners including audio alerts, tactile signals (e.g., vibrations on

a steering wheel, etc.), screen displays etc. However, braking alerts are

preferably only generated when immediate driver action is believed to be

needed. Therefore, it is preferred that the message be conveyed in a manner

likely to be immediately perceived, understood and acted on by the driver.

Many advanced vehicle control systems generate alerts for a variety of

conditions in the form of auditory sounds and dashboard displays. Although

such alerts work well in many circumstances, it has been found that for

emergency braking alerts of the type contemplated herein - spoken (verbal)

alerts conveyed with a sense of urgency tend to be perceived better and

responded to more quickly than other types of alerts - as for example

actuation of a buzzer, horn or other alarm type sound. Thus, in some

preferred embodiments, a verbal (voice based) warning such as "BRAKE

NOW" is emitted - preferably loudly in a voice that conveys a sense of

urgency. If appropriate, the verbal warning may be repeated multiple times.

In some embodiments, visual alert signals and/or other alerts may be

displayed or activated in parallel with the verbal warning. In various

embodiments, the verbal warning may be a prerecorded warning message or

a computer generated message or it may be created in any other appropriate

manner.

[00133] Braking alerts can be seen to correlate with the different

operating conditions associated with platooning. Figure 18A shows separate

process flows for managing braking alerts occurring while closing the gap,

maintaining the gap, dissolving the platoon, and dissolving the platoon with

driver take-over, as shown by steps 1800 through 1855. Each of the braking

alerts occurs where conditions require a brake request that exceeds the

capability of the braking system. In some embodiments, predictive

assessments of operating conditions and system capability are made, such

that, if the predicted or anticipated operating conditions will exceed braking

or other system capabilities, adjustments can be made automatically or the

driver can be alerted. Figure 18B consolidates the process flow to have only



a single check of the braking threshold, shown at 1860, and only a single

step for issuing a driver brake alert, shown at step 1865. In Figure 18C, a

still further variation is shown, where an instruction to dissolve the platoon,

with driver take-over, generates an alert 1870 immediately, without needing

to compare the request to the system's capability.

[00134] Referring next to Figure 19, another safety check involves

verifying substantially continuous, reliable V2V communication. The V2V

communication, typically a DSRC link as previously described but other

protocols of similar quality and reliability are also acceptable, is

continuously monitored by the system. Redundant V2V links are preferably

provided, including links using different protocols or modalities such as, for

example, LTE, WiFi, or a modulated light transmitter/receiver pair.

Techniques for measuring distance from the front of the back vehicle to the

back of the front vehicle that do not rely on DSRC can include radar,

camera, lidar and ultrasound. Brake actuation by the front truck can be

detected, independently of DSRC, by a camera mounted to the front of the

following vehicle. In an embodiment, if a problem with V2V communication

is detected, platooning is disabled until the communications problem is

resolved. Thus, either a platoon cannot be engaged, or, if already engaged,

the platoon will be dissolved. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art

that, in some embodiments, multiple communications links will be

implemented, in which case the failure of one or more, but with enough still

operational that accuracy is assured, will not result in disabling the

platooning function. The verification process, shown in Figure 19 at steps

1900-1920, involves one or more, and in some cases all, of: (a) measuring

the time since the last received message and comparing to the expected time

between messages; (b) verifying message ID and content; (c) determining

whether the noise level of the communications channel exceeds a

predetermined threshold. For the embodiment shown in Figure 19, a failure

of any of the three stops further platooning, as shown at step 1920.

[00135] Figure 20, steps 2000-2025, illustrates an alternative

processing for selecting the speed of the platoon. In most embodiments, the



lead vehicle sets the speed of the platoon. However, in some instances, for

example uphill grades, allowing the rear vehicle to set the speed of the

platoon can be beneficial. Thus, Figure 20 illustrates two options by which

the rear vehicle can set the speed of the front vehicle, and thus the speed of

the platoon. In the first option, the Main Process block and speed controller

block determine the target speed for the front vehicle, and communicates

that target speed to the front vehicle via the V2V communications link. The

front truck thereafter adjusts its speed accordingly. In the second option, the

rear vehicle only sends data to the front vehicle, which then determines its

target speed and implements accordingly. Data used to determine optimal

platooning speed include: Engine performance and gearing data of both

tractors, loading of both trucks, grade information of current and upcoming

road segments, and gap. It will also be appreciated that, in some

embodiments, the system may not control the speed of the front vehicle. In

such embodiments, the desired speed can be communicated to the driver of

the front vehicle, and adjusted accordingly.

[00136] Referring next to Figures 21A-21B, an additional aspect of

the present invention can be better understood. In particular, it is sometimes

desirable for vehicles to be organized into platoons from when one or both

vehicles is stationary, such as at their point of origin, a rest stop, or other

similar circumstances.. For example, some long haul trucks are organized

into platoons at their fleet location, while in other cases both or multiple

vehicles will proceed concurrently such as after a meal or other break. In

such instances, it is desirable to coordinate vehicle departures. Figure 21B

shows the relative locations of two trucks leaving a yard. The first truck is

already moving, albeit fairly slowly, while the second truck is not yet

moving. In such an instance, platooning is facilitated by prompt sharing of

information until both vehicles have reached the ready-to-platoon state. That

typically requires that the platooning system on both vehicles is initialized

and operational, that both vehicles are either moving or ready to move, and

that the vehicles are at acceptable relative locations. Such coordination can

be achieved by the process shown in Figure 2 1A, steps 2000-2025, where



the upper block illustrates the process steps taken by the first vehicle, and the

lower block illustrates the process steps taken by the second vehicle.

Communication between the vehicles then occurs via DSRC, LTE, WiFi, or

other suitable protocol such as a modulated light source/receiver pair.

[00137] Referring next to Figure 22, an embodiment of a data logging

process in accordance with an aspect of the invention can be better

appreciated. Event triggers, shown in block 2200, are stored on the vehicle

at 2205 and then, at a convenient time, transferred to the NOC via a suitable

protocol as shown at 2210. The event triggers include system engagement,

hard braking, driver brake alerts, and so on as discussed previously in

connection with the sensors shown in Figures 7A-8B.

[00138] The foregoing description provides an understanding of the

operation of the system in terms of the hardware and software that combines

to manage the sense and control of the vehicle. An additional important

aspect is the user interface and the associated user experience. While the user

interface is explained generally in the foregoing teachings, an exemplary

embodiment of the Uland UX can be better appreciated from the following

description although those skilled in the art will recognize that the teachings

provided here are not intended to be limiting. Referring first to Figure 23, a

state diagram shows three stages of operation of a vehicle in accordance with

an aspect of the invention, consistent with system description hereinabove.

More specifically, the first stage 2300 shows a vehicle initially in an

"unavailable for platooning" state 2305, from which it can move to

"available for pairing" state 2310. As discussed above, if a platooning

partner vehicle is available, as shown at 2315, either of the vehicles can

decline and the state returns to "available". But, upon mutual acceptance, the

state changes as shown at 2320. In some instances, for example in the case

of autonomous vehicles, formation of a platoon may involve more than two

vehicles, while in other instances a platoon may comprise only two vehicles,

either initially or perhaps throughout the existence of the platoon. In either

case, once at least two vehicles accept, formation of a platoon begins as

shown at Stage 2, 2325, even though the vehicles may still be some distance



apart, as discussed in greater detail hereinafter. For purposes of clarity,

platoons of only two vehicles will be used for exemplary purposes, although

platoons of greater than two vehicles are also within the scope of this

disclosure.

[00139] The states depicted in Stage 2 of Figure 23 reflect the

transitions that occur as the two vehicles move closer together. In at least

some instances, the vehicles begin the process of their platooning

rendezvous when they are too distant for DSRC communications, as shown

at 2330. Once the vehicles move close enough to be within DSRC range, the

state changes to 2335. Of course, if the vehicles then move farther apart, the

state changes back to 2330. DSRC communications range still involves

distances greater than used for platooning, and the vehicles continue to move

closer to one another while in state 2335. While in state 2335, the vehicles

maneuver to end up in the same lane, in the proper order. Once the vehicles

are sufficiently close to one another that they can begin platooning, the state

switches to 2340, "inside platoon range".

[00140] Stage 3, shown at 2345, starts at that point. Stage 3

represents the time period during which operation of the vehicles is at least

partially automated, and comprises pull-in, or "drawing in", shown at 2350,

maintaining the gap, shown at 2355, and dissolving the platoon, shown at

2360. The system operation of each of these states has been described in

detail hereinabove, including particularly in connection with Figure 15. It

will be appreciated that, in some instances, a platoon will be dissolved while

the vehicles are still in the pull-instate, and thus a transition directly from

state 2350 to 2360 can occur. In addition, the end of the dissolve state

transitions back to state 2340, in Stage 2, where the vehicles are within

platoon range but are not under automated control. It will also be appreciated

that a transition from any of the Stage 2 states can transition back to state

23 10 in the event that either or both drivers decide to unpair.

[00141] The physical distances between the vehicles during each of

the states can be represented as a series of zones are in Figures 24A-24C,

together with activities in accordance with the present invention that are



possible within each of those zones. It will be appreciated by those skilled in

the art that the numerical distances for each of these zones can vary

depending upon the vehicle's speeds, road conditions, environmental

conditions, communications quality, network policies, fleet management

policies, and other factors as discussed herein. For example, the correlation

between speed and safe distances during pull-in is discussed in connection

with Figures 17A-17B, above. Figures 25A-25C through 35A-35C then

display the relevant zones, the visual display seen by the driver of the follow

vehicle, and the physical inputs available to the user at each state. For

simplicity and clarity, Figures 25A-35C reflect the perspective of the follow

vehicle, but those skilled in the art will appreciate from the following

discussion that the displays for the lead vehicle are analogous and readily

ascertained.

[00142] Referring first to Figure 24A, a lead vehicle 2400 and a

follow vehicle 2405 proceeding in the same lane on roadway 2410. The

right- pointing arrow in front of follow vehicle 2405 indicates that the follow

vehicle is proceeding at a relatively higher speed than lead vehicle 2400, in

order to close the distance between them, although in many instances both

vehicles are moving at substantially highway speeds as discussed elsewhere

in this specification. A zone 2415 designates the distance, measured from the

back of the lead vehicle (for these examples, all zones are measure from the

back of the lead vehicle), over which robust DSRC communications exists

between the vehicles. It will be appreciated that, for this example, DSRC

communications are assumed, but any suitably reliable communications

protocol of adequate bandwidth can be substituted for, or used in addition to,

DSRC. Zone 2420 shows the distance over which the vehicle's Collision

Mitigation System ("CMS") of warnings and Automated Emergency Braking

("AEB") may be enabled to intervene during normal and non-platooning

operation. Zone 2425 shows the distance over with Cooperative Adaptive

Cruise Control operates. Zone 2430 shows the commanded gap distance

during which the torque and braking, and thus the speed, of the vehicles

2400 and 2405 operate under the control of the systems of the present



invention when the platoon is operating normally in state 2355. Zone 2435

illustrates a platooning tolerance zone, which represents a variable distance

over which the commanded gap may vary while the platoon continues to

operate in state 2355. For simplicity and improved clarity, Zone 2435 is

omitted from Figures 24B-24C.

[00143] Figure 24B augments Figure 24A by adding zones that are

relevant when the vehicles have begun engagement of a platoon, or states

2335 through 2355 of Figure 23. Thus, a zone 2440 illustrates the distance

during which engagement of a platoon is an option for both drivers or, in the

case of fully automated vehicles, for the command program operating the

vehicles. Further, zone 2445 illustrates an "engagement green light zone" or

preferred distance during which the vehicle operators or command program

can initiate platooning and thus transition from state 2340 to state 2350 of

Figure 23. It will be appreciated that the green light zone 2445 may be

identical to or nearly identical to zone 2440, depending upon the

implementation, especially for fully autonomous vehicles.

[00144] Figure 24C augments Figure 24A by adding zones that are

relevant when the platoon is being dissolved, i.e., state 2360 of Figure 23.

During dissolve, as discussed previously herein, the vehicles separate and

the distance between them increases, for example until the gap between them

is sufficient for the drivers to resume manual control of the speed of the

vehicles. Thus, Figure 24C shows a left-pointing arrow behind follow

vehicle 2405 to indicate that the relative speed between them is increasing

and, correspondingly, the distance is increasing. In addition, Figure 24C

includes a platooning re-engagement zone 2450, or a distance during which

the drivers/command program are permitted to re-engage the platoon. Figure

24C also illustrates a re-engagement green light zone 2455, which, in at least

some embodiments, is a somewhat smaller distance, separated from the end

of the zone 2450 nearest the lead vehicle by a hysteresis distance or gap

2460 and separated from end of the zone 2450 farther from the lead vehicle

by a policy distance or gap 2465. The hysteresis gap allows for

comparatively slight variation that occurs with the latency of the system,



human response time, and so forth. The policy gap is an arbitrary safety

factor. It will be appreciated that, in some embodiments, the gaps 2460 and

2465 can be zero or approximate zero, particularly for autonomous

operation. In addition, Figure 24C includes a manual takeover zone 2470,

which depicts the distances that are sufficient to permit the driver to control

the vehicle manually, but are still within there-engagement distance. If the

distance extends beyond the manual takeover zone, re-engagement is no

longer permitted and manual takeover is required, such that the driver is in

primary control as shown at 2475.

[00145] Referring next to Figures 25A-25C, an appreciation of the

system's operation when in state 2330, from the perspective of the driver,

can be better appreciated. In the example shown in Figure 25A, follow

vehicle 2405 is about 1.2 miles behind lead vehicle 2400, which, for

purposes of this example is assumed to be outside zone 2415, such that

robust DSRC communications between the vehicles is not yet reliably

available. It will be appreciated that the actual distance for robust

communications may be less than or greater than the exemplary distance

shown here. Then, as shown in Figure 25B, the visual display 2500 in the

follow vehicle shows the distance to the lead vehicle and provides to the

driver the system's instruction to proceed at the speed limit. In addition, icon

2505 at the upper right of the display shows that a pairing has been accepted

by both drivers. It will be appreciated that, at this point, the display for the

lead vehicle is instructing the driver of the lead vehicle to slow down to

allow the follow vehicle to catch up, consistent with the speed differences

illustrated in Figure 17A . In at least some embodiments, the display for the

lead vehicle will typically show the distance between the vehicles as a

negative value. Figure 25C shows platooning engagement/disengagement

controls 2510 and 2515, and also shows the driver's brake pedal 2520 and

accelerator pedal 2525. The controls 2510 and 2515 are inactive, and the

driver operates the vehicle's braking and torque/speed. The

engagement/disengagement controls can be located at any convenient

location in the vehicle, for example either on the dash, on a stalk adjacent the



driver's seat, on a console between seats, overhead, or on the steering wheel.

The preference is, generally, to ensure that the driver has easy access to the

controls, without having them in a location where they can be accidentally

pressed. It will also be appreciated that, in some embodiments, the

engagement/disengagement controls can be a single control with different

functions depending upon the state.

[00146] Turning next to Figures 26A-C, reflecting state 2335, the

follow vehicle is now within robust DSRC [or other as discussed above]

communications range. Thus, the display now shows a distance between the

vehicles of 495 feet, with system instructions to the driver to close the gap to

300 feet. The distance of 300 feet is exemplary only, and not intended to be

limited, with the objective being that the distance is selected to be large

enough to permit a gradual, reliable and safe pull-in. In addition, the display

shows with icon 2600 that Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications is active.

The controls 2510 and 2515 remain inactive, and the driver is responsible for

operating both the accelerator and brake pedals.

[00147] Referring next to Figures 27A-27C, a different operational

environment can be appreciated. In this instance, while the vehicles are

paired, and V-to-V communications is available, the intended lead vehicle is

still catching up to the intended follow vehicle, and needs to overtake the

follow vehicle. In this case, the display 2500 indicates to the follow vehicle

that the lead vehicle is -495 feet behind the intended follow vehicle. The

system instructs the operator of the follow vehicle to let the lead vehicle pull

ahead. Depending upon the implementation and the operating conditions of

both vehicles, the system can instruct the drivers of one or both vehicles to

adjust speed as appropriate to permit them to reach platooning position

within a reasonable time. Both drivers operate the brake and accelerator

pedals during this state.

[00148] State 2340, from the driver's perspective, is shown in Figures

28A-28C. In this state, vehicle 2405 is now within zone 2445, as shown in

Figure 27A, and the display 2500 of Figure 27B show a distance of less than

300 feet. The display provides to the driver the system's authorization to



begin platooning by pressing engagement control 2510, which can be

illuminated in at least some embodiments. Until the engagement control

2510 is pressed, the driver continues to operate both brake and accelerator

pedals. An audible signal, indicated at 2800, can be used to inform the

driver that he has the option of engaging at this point.

[00149] Next, as shown in Figures 29A-29C, state 2350 from the

driver's perspective can be appreciated. The engagement control (or the

appropriate program command for autonomous vehicles) has been activated

and the pull- in or draw-in has begun. The driver no longer has control of the

accelerator, but could terminate pull-in by depressing the brake pedal 2520

or the disengagement control 2515. For the example of Figure 29B, the

display 2500 illustrates a reduction of the gap from 125 feet to 50ft, and

further displays the view seen by the forward-facing camera of the lead

vehicle. The engagement control 2510 can, in some embodiments, be

illuminated differently than in Figure 28C to differentiate the initiation of

platooning from the pull-in state. In some instances an audible alert can be

used.

[00150] When the vehicles reach the commanded gap, shown as zone

2430 in Figure 30A, the state transitions from 2350 to 2355, where the

system described herein operates both braking and torque to maintain the

commanded gap. The platoon is thus operating in steady state, and, in most

instances, will continue in this state for an extended period of time. Entry

into this state can be signaled by an audible alert, again indicated at 2800. In

addition, the illumination on the engagement control 2510 can change to

indicate steady state operation. The display 2500 shows the gap distance, and

continues to show the view seen by the forward-looking camera of the lead

vehicle. As before, either driver can terminate the platoon by depressing the

brake pedal or the disengagement control, or, in some embodiments, the

engagement control, as shown in Figures 31A-C. This transitions the state

from 2355 to 2360, dissolve.

[00151] Figures 32A-32C illustrate state 2360, dissolve, in which the

gap between the vehicles is increased until manual takeover by the drivers is



safe. The display 2500 shows the increasing distance. The zone 2450 is

illustrated in Figure 32A, with a left-pointing arrow by follow vehicle 2405.

The engagement control 2510 is illuminated, in some embodiments

differently than for other states, for example by a counter-clockwise

progression of lighting. The system retains control of both torque and

braking, although the driver can depress the brake pedal to brake more

quickly. The display 2500 continues to show the view from the forward-

facing camera of the lead vehicle. In addition, the display 2500 provides a

status display of "dissolving" and also informs the driver to push the

engagement control to pull-in again. V-to-V communication also remains

robust. An audio signal can also be initiated.

[00152] Once the gap between vehicles reaches the re-engagement

green light zone, manual takeover is permitted as well as re-engagement, as

shown in Figures 33A-C. The display 2500 continues to show the increasing

gap, and a warning advising the driver to take control, or to press the

engagement control to re-engage the platoon. There-engagement control

continues to be illuminated as in Figure 32C, but the driver is able to take

control of the accelerator pedal. As the gap continues to increase, for

example beyond 300 feet, the option to re-engage no longer exists, as shown

in Figures 34A-C. Instead, at this point, the state reverts essentially to state

2340, shown in Figures 28A-C, where the vehicles are ready to platoon, but

are beyond the minimum safe manual following distance. The driver has

control of the accelerator, and the display is the same. However, the

distance between vehicles can be greater than shown in Figures 28A-C.

[00153] As the distance continues to increase beyond platooning

engagement distance, shown in Figures 35A-C, manual takeover is required.

The display provides the distance, and an urgent warning to the driver to

take over control of the vehicle, and an audible warning can also be initiated.

From Figures 25A-35C, the progression of a platoon in an exemplary

embodiment, from the perspective of the operator of the vehicle, can be fully

appreciated.



[00154] There are several potential states for platoon controller. In some

embodiment the available states include (but are not limited to) (1) available, (2)

rendezvous, (3) platooning, and (4) dissolve. Very generally, in the available state,

the system is active in the sense that the platoon controller is active and available for

communication with one or more external systems, although no specific platoon

partner has been identified. In the rendezvous state, a platoon partner has been

identified, but platooning control is not active in the sense that it is automatically

controlling either of the platoon partners in any way. In the platooning state, the

platoon controller is configured to facilitate at least partially automated control of at

least one of the platoon partners. In the dissolve state, the platoon controller attempts

to at least partially automatically control at least one of the platoon partners in a

manner appropriate for returning such vehicle to control by something other than the

platoon control, e.g., manual control or control by another system. In various

embodiments, any of these states can be subdivided into multiple distinct states. For

example, platooning may include separate pull-in, gap control and velocity control

states that are appropriate for use in different circumstances.

[00155] As will be appreciated by those familiar with the art, the U.S. Department

of Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has

defined five different levels of autonomous driving. In several of the embodiments

described herein, the driver of the lead vehicle is expected to be in full control of the

lead vehicle. Level 1 automation (as defined by the NHTSA) is contemplated for the

trailing vehicle. That is, the driver of the trailing vehicle actively steer the vehicle

(e.g., provide all steering control). As such, the trailing vehicle driver is expected to

remain alert and actively engaged throughout platoon control. The availability of an

alert driver can greatly simplify the platoon controller design since there are a number

of driving conditions that human drivers may perceive more readily than the

controller and can therefore sometimes react more readily or quicker to a situation of

concern than the platoon controller.

[00156] Referring next to Figs. 36 and 37, a platoon control state machine and a

handshaking based method for initiating a platoon that are suitable for managing the

transitioning from manual operator control to platoon control (e.g., Level 1 automated

platoon control) of the trailing vehicle will be described. The described state machine



and platoon management or variations thereof may be used in conjunctions any of the

embodiments described herein.

[00157] Fig. 36 is a state diagram indicating a number of potential states of the

platoon controller state machine in accordance with a particular embodiment. In the

illustrated embodiment, the states include an Initialization or Start-up state 3615, a

Partner Management state 3618 which generally corresponds to the available state, a

Rendezvous state 3621, and a number of states that are specific to whether the host is

designated the front/lead vehicle or the trailing/back vehicle. It should be appreciated

that the host vehicle may be designated as either the lead or trailing vehicle in any

particular platoon and that the tasks for any particular state will often vary based on

whether the host is designated as the front or back vehicle. Therefore, the possible

states include a set of platoon controller states in which the host is designated as the

front vehicle, and a corresponding set of platoon controller states in which the host is

designated as the trailing vehicle. In the illustrated embodiment, the front vehicle

states include a Front Rendezvous state 3623, a Front System Ready state 3625, a

Front Ready to Platoon or Driver Ready to Platoon state 3627, a front Maintain

Platoon state 3629 and a Front Dissolve state 3631. The back vehicle states include a

Back Rendezvous state 3643, a Back System Ready state 3645, a Back Ready to

Platoon or Back Driver Ready to Platoon state 3647, a Back Maintain Platoon state

3649 and a Back Dissolve state 3651. In some embodiments, the Back Maintain

Platoon state 3649 may be subdivided into control states such as Pull-In, Gap Control

and Relative Velocity Control. In the embodiment of Fig. 41, the Pull-In and Gap

Control states are combined under the control of sliding mode controller 4215 and the

Relative Velocity Control state is executed under the control of velocity controller

4218. Of course, in other embodiments, other control states may additionally or

alternatively be employed as part of or in place of the Maintain Platoon state.

[00158] A representative flow and triggers for transitioning between these various

states in the context of a particular implementation is discussed with reference to Fig.

37 which also illustrates a particular handshaking protocol that may be used to

coordinate the transitions of each of the controllers from their respective Rendezvous

states to their respective Platooning states.



[00159] Preliminarily, the platoon controllers for each of the platoon partners are

initialized (state 3615) as illustrated in step 3702. Generally, the platoon controllers

can each be started in response to any trigger(s) deemed appropriate by the system

designer, as for example, a vehicle key-on event, in response to an activation of the

platoon system by the respective drivers or at any other time deemed appropriate by

the system designer. After startup, the platoon controllers transition to the Partner

Management state 3618 which generally involves basic management of the associated

controller when the vehicle has not been assigned to any particular platoon. Since no

platoon has been assigned, the activities of the respective platoon controllers to this

point would generally not be coordinated with each other in any way.

[00160] At some point the vehicle may be assigned to a platoon. In general, the

platoon partner can be assigned by a central system such as the NOC or in systems

where ad hoc platooning is permitted, may be identified by the vehicles themselves

based on communications between nearby vehicles indicating a desire to platoon.

[00161] When the host vehicle is paired with another vehicle its platoon controller

transitions to a Rendezvous state 3621 in which the controller begins preparations for

platooning with its assigned partners. The same transition occurs in both of the

platoon partners. At some point, one of the vehicles is identified as the lead vehicle

and the other is identified as the trailing vehicle as represented by steps 3705 and

3706 respectively. The order may be assigned at the same time that the partner is

assigned or at a later stage. A variety of different factors can be utilized in

determining which vehicle will lead and which will follow - as for example, the

respective weights and/or performance capabilities of the participants (which is

particularly important when the platoon is composed of large trucks), the relative

locations of the vehicles when the pair is identified (e.g., which vehicle is currently

ahead), agreement between the drivers or any other appropriate factors. In some

trucking implementations, when one of the trucks is significantly heavier than the

other, the heavier truck is designated the lead truck since its braking distance may be

expected to be longer than the lighter truck.

[00162] In the Rendezvous state, the vehicle controllers begin communicating with

one another. If either of the controllers ever determines it is communicating with a



vehicle other than its intended partner or that the pairing is not mutual, then its

associated controller reverts to Partner Management state 3618.

[00163] When the position order is assigned, the platoon controller for the lead

vehicle transitions to the Front Rendezvous state 3623, and the platoon controller for

the trailing vehicle transitions to the Back Rendezvous state 3643. If either of the

controllers determines at any time that it is in the wrong state, is communicating with

a vehicle other than its partner or that it should not be in its assigned position for any

reason, the partner vehicle is so informed and the controllers revert to Rendezvous

state 621.

[00164] Before platooning begins, the systems on each participant must verify that

they are ready to participate in the platoon. In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 37, a

handshaking protocol is used to verify that both controllers and both drivers are

affirmatively ready to platoon before platoon control is initiated. While in the Front

Rendezvous state, the platoon controller on the front vehicle performs a set of checks

to verify that the front vehicle is in a condition suitable for platooning (step 3710).

Some representative checks that may be performed by the front platoon controller are

described below after the description of Fig. 38. If any of the required platooning

conditions are not met, the systems waits until they are met as represented by the "no"

branch of decision block 3711. If and when all of the required platooning conditions

are met, the front platoon controller has effectively determined that it is ready to

participate in an active platoon, and sends a FRONT_SYSTEM_READY message to

the trailing vehicle (step 3712). In parallel, the front platoon controller transitions to

the Front System Ready state 3625.

[00165] The front platoon controller continues to run its platoon suitability checks

while it is in the Front System Ready state 3625. If any of those checks fail at any

time while the controller is in the Front System Ready state, the front controller

informs the trailing vehicle that it is no longer ready for platooning (e.g., by sending a

NOT SYSTEM_READY message) and transitions back to Front Rendezvous state

3623.

[00166] Meanwhile, the trailing vehicle platoon controller also performs a series of

checks to verify that the trailing vehicle is in a condition suitable for platooning (step

3725). Some representative checks that may be performed by the back platoon



controller are described below with reference to Fig. 38. If any of the required

platooning conditions are not met, the system waits until all conditions are met as

represented by the "no" branch of decision block 3726. If and when all of the

required platooning conditions are met, the back platoon controller effectively

determines that it is ready to participate in an active platoon, and it sends a

BACK_SYSTEM_READY message to the lead vehicle (step 3727). The

BACK_SYSTEM_READY message is sometimes referred to herein as an "all green"

message. In parallel, the back platoon controller transitions to the Back System

Ready state 3645. The back platoon controller continues to run its platoon suitability

checks while it is in the Back System Ready state 3625 and if any of those checks fail

at any time, the back controller informs the lead vehicle that it is no longer ready for

platooning (e.g., by sending a NOT SYSTEM_READY message) and transitions back

to Back Rendezvous state 3643.

[00167] In the illustrated embodiment, one of the required checks for the back

platoon controller is to verify that the lead vehicle is in its ready to platoon state.

Therefore, the back platoon controller can only transition to Back System Ready state

645 (and send the BACK_SYSTEM_READY message) only if and when the front

platoon controller is in the Front System Ready state 3625. That is, after it has

received a FRONT_SYSTEM_READY message that has not been cancelled.

[00168] After the front system is ready, it waits to receive the

BACK_SYSTEM_READY message as represented by step 3714. When the

BACK_SYSTEM_READY message is received, the driver of the front vehicle is

notified that the system is ready to platoon (step 3715). That notification can be

delivered using any desired alerting system and/or user interface, as for example by

one or more of: lighting a manual platooning button a particular color to signify that

the system is ready to platoon; displaying an appropriate message on a screen;

providing an audio signal or message; etc. The driver of the lead vehicle must then

affirmatively indicate that s/he is ready to platoon as represented by step 3717. This

driver consent can be communicated to the system using any interface deemed

appropriate by the system designer. As suggested above, one suitable interface is a

platooning button that may be pressed to indicate that the driver is ready to platoon.

Once the driver of the lead vehicles indicates s/he is ready to platoon, the driver



should operate the vehicle as if platooning, although platoon control preferably will

not be established yet at that stage. Rather, the lead vehicle platoon controller sends a

FRONT_READY_TO_PLATOON message to the trailing vehicle (step 3718) and

transitions to the Front Ready to Platoon state 3627. The

FRONT_READY_TO_PLATOON message is sometimes referred to herein as an "all

clear" message.

[00169] After the Back Platoon controller sends the BACK_SYSTEM_READY

message, the Back Platoon controller waits in Back System Ready state 3645 to

receive the FRONT_READY_TO_PLATOON message as represented by step 3729.

Upon receipt of the FRONT_READY_TO_PLATOON message, the trailing vehicle

platoon controller transitions to the Back Ready to Platoon state 647 and notifies the

driver of the trailing vehicle that the system and the lead vehicle driver are both ready

to platoon (step 3730). Again, the driver notification can take any desired form

including, but not limited to, any of the notification schemes discussed above with

respect to the front vehicle. After receiving the FRONT_READY_TO_PLATOON

message, the driver of the trailing vehicle must affirmatively initiate the platoon as

represented by step 3732. Again, this consent can be entered using any interface

desired by the system designer, such as pressing the platooning button on the trailing

vehicle. Once the trailing vehicle driver initiates the platoon, the back platoon

controller transitions from the Back Ready to Platoon state 3647 to the platooning

state (Back Maintain Platoon state 3649) and so informs the front platoon controller

which also transitions to its platooning state (Front Maintain Platoon state 3629).

This notification may take the form of an ACTIVE_PLATOON message.

[00170] It is expected that neither of the vehicle drivers will consent to platooning

unless and until they believe that conditions are appropriate for platooning. Thus, if

they see anything that makes them believe that platooning is not advised, they won't

press the initiate platoon button (or otherwise initiate the platoon). The described

handshaking process ensures that both systems are ready for platooning before either

driver is offered the opportunity to participate in a platoon. It further requires both

drivers to consent before platooning begins and gives final authority for initiating the

platoon to the driver of the trailing vehicle which is the primary vehicle controlled

during the platoon.



[00171] Even after a driver has given consent to platoon, that consent can be

withdrawn/rescinded at any time. Such a rescission is treated as a disable platoon

command can be communicated by pressing the platooning button a second time or

through any other appropriate user interface. The system's reaction to a driver

initiated disable platoon command will depend somewhat on the state that they system

is in when the disable platoon command is entered. If the front driver enters rescinds

platoon authorization, a DISABLE_PLATOON is sent to the back vehicle. If a

DISABLE_PLATOON command is received while the back system is in the Back

Ready to Platoon state 3647, the back system will transition back to the Back System

Ready state 3647. In this state the driver of the front vehicle must again affirmatively

initiate platoon authorization and the remainder of the handshaking protocol described

above must be repeated before a platoon can be initiated. If either of the drivers

decides to terminate the platoon by pressing the disable platoon button after

platooning has begun, the systems will transition to the dissolve state as discussed

below.

[00172] Beginning with the rendezvous state, the platoon controller repeatedly

checks to verify that conditions are appropriate for platooning and the Front and Back

System Ready states 3625 and 3627 cannot be entered unless or until all appropriate

conditions are met. Even after the System Ready states are entered, the platoon

controllers continue to make the appropriate checks. The frequency of the checks can

vary, but in general it is preferred that they be performed repeatedly and often. By

way of example at rates of every tenth of a second (10 Hz) or quicker - and

potentially much quicker. If it is determined at any time after the System Ready state

is entered but before platooning control begins, the affected system(s) revert back to

their respective Rendezvous states.

[00173] Appropriate checks preferably continue even after platooning begins to

help ensure that conditions remain appropriate for platooning. If it is determined at

any time that conditions are no longer suitable for platooning, then a dissolve is

requested, as represented by steps 3721 and 3736. Either driver can also initiate a

dissolve at any time - as for example by pressing a disable/dissolve platoon button.

When a dissolve is requested, the controllers transition to the Front and Back Dissolve

Platoon states 3631, 3651 as represented by steps 3722 and 3737. In the dissolve state



the trailing vehicle is controlled in a manner such that it can be safely transitioned to

manual control or control by another automated or autonomous control system as

previously discussed. In some embodiments, the driver to the back vehicle may also

trigger a dissolve by pressing the brake pedal.

[00174] If the conditions are appropriate for platooning after a dissolve has been

triggered, but before the dissolve is completed, the back driver may attempt to

reinitiate platoon control by again pressing the platoon button. Such a selection will

transition the back platoon controller from Back Dissolve Platoon state 3651 to Back

Maintain Platoon state 3649. However, it should be appreciated that platooning

cannot be resumed if any of the platooning checks fail or the front driver disabled the

platoon - unless or until such check is resolved or the front driver re-enables the

platoon.

[00175] The driver of the trailing vehicle can also take manual control of the

vehicle at any time during either platooning or a dissolve. The specific actions that

trigger the back platoon controller to relinquish control to the driver from either the

platooning or dissolve state may vary. In some embodiments, one way for the driver

to takeover is to press the accelerator pedal. In general, the platoon controller may be

configured to respond to accelerator pedal commands that unless such a command is

perceived as a significant safety risk. In some embodiments, the system may be

configured to relinquish control if/when the back driver pressing the accelerator pedal

for at least a threshold period of time (e.g., 2 seconds - although longer or shorter

threshold periods may be utilized as desired). In other embodiments, the system may

be configured to relinquish control any time that the rear driver hits the accelerator

pedal. A disadvantage of relinquishing control any time the driver touches the

accelerator pedal is that there is an increased risk that an inadvertent touching of the

accelerator pedal will trigger an unwanted dissolve. On the other hand, it is desirable

to allow the rear driver to take control without undue delay by simply taking

command (e.g., by actuating the accelerator pedal in a normal driving manner).

[00176] The response of the back platoon controller to driver initiated inputs from

the accelerator or brake pedals during platooning and/or a dissolve may vary and may

be different based on the state that the controller is in (e.g., Back Maintain Platoon or

Back Dissolve Platoon). For example, if the brake pedal is actuated in either of these



states, the controller may be designed to apply an amount of braking corresponding to

the greater of the braking commanded by the platoon controller (e.g., Brake Request

Controller 4223) and the amount of braking commanded by the driver via pressing the

brake pedal. Such an arrangement ensures that the more aggressive braking command

is utilized. Pressing the brake pedal in the Back Maintain Platoon state may also

initiate a transition to the Back Dissolve Platoon state 3651.

[00177] Somewhat similarly, if the accelerator pedal is actuated by the back driver

while the platoon controller is in either the platooning or dissolve states, the greater of

the two inputs may be used. That is, the system may be designed to implement a

torque request that is the greater of the torque commanded by the platoon controller

(e.g., Torque Request Controller 4221) and the amount of torque commanded by the

driver via pressing the accelerator pedal. If the accelerator pedal is depressed for a

first threshold period while the platoon controller is in the Back Maintain Platoon

state 3649, manual control may be enabled without transitioning to the Back Dissolve

state 3651. In such a circumstance, the back platoon controller may transition directly

back to the Back Rendezvous state 3643.

[00178] During a dissolve the platoon controller controls the back vehicle to slowly

drop back relative to the front truck as previously described. When the gap reaches a

comfortable distance, the back driver may transition out of the dissolve by pressing

the accelerator pedal and thereby taking over control. Once the driver takes control,

the platoon controller will transition to the Back Rendezvous state 3643. It is

possible, although not likely, that the driver may not press the accelerator pedal to

complete the dissolve. In such a case the platoon controller can cause the trailing

vehicle to drop back to its maximum platooning distance (e.g., 100 meters or other

appropriate threshold) at which point the platoon is terminated and the platoon

controller transitions to the Rendezvous state. At such a point neither the platoon

controller nor the driver would be putting in any torque requests which would cause

the vehicle to coast.

[00179] There may be times during a dissolve in which the driver of the trailing

vehicle may wish to reestablish the platoon before the dissolve is completed. The

dissolve state preferably includes logic that determines whether reengagement of

platooning is permitted in any particular situation. In general, reengagement of the



platoon directly from a dissolve may be permitted if (and preferably only if) all of the

platooning check associated with reengaging from a dissolve pass at the time that

reengagement is desired. Preferably, an affirmative action of the driver of the trailing

vehicle is required to reengage the platoon. For example, the driver can trigger

reengagement of the platoon by pressing the platoon button or by way of any other

suitable input designated by the system designer.

[00180] As suggested above, various platooning checks continue to execute even in

the dissolve state. If any of the platoon checks fail, the platoon cannot be reinitiated

directly from the dissolve at any time that one or more of the platoon monitor

reengage checks are in the "fail" state. However, if the situation changes during the

dissolve to a condition where all of the platoon monitor reengage checks pass, then

reengagement is possible at that point. In some embodiments, a platoon button can be

lit when all of the checks pass to indicate to the driver that reengagement of the

platoon is permissible.

[00181] The dissolve state can be triggered in a variety of different manners. In

some embodiments, either driver can trigger a dissolve at any time by pressing an

appropriate button on the platoon controller interface (which may be a button on the

dashboard or on the platoon controller in some embodiments). The platoon controller

can also initiate a dissolve on its own in response to the detection of a failure of one of

the platooning checks.

[00182] If the dissolve is triggered by a request from the front driver, then the state

of the front controller may return to the Front Rendezvous state and the platoon

cannot be reengaged without going through the entire handshaking routine including

renewed consent from both parties. However if the dissolve is triggered by the

system or an action of the trailing driver it is possible to reengage the platoon if and

when all platooning checks are made and the driver of the trailing vehicle elects to

reengage.

[00183] The embodiment described above with respect to Fig. 37, contemplates

drivers actively participating in the process, including participating in the transition of

the trailing vehicle from manual control to partially automatic control and at least the

trailing vehicle driver participates in the transition back to manual control. However,

it should be appreciated that similar processes can be employed when platooning is



initiated from a different automated control state. In such circumstances, the

described driver interactions can be facilitated by the active controller, as for example,

an active cruise control (ACC) system.

[00184] As discussed above, a number of conditions must be met for the system to

be ready for active platooning. The specific conditions that must be met before the

partners are each "ready for platooning" may vary widely based on the system. By

way of example some specific checks will be described with reference to Fig. 38. In

general, if any one or more of the checks fail, the system is not ready for platooning

and the corresponding platoon control cannot transition from its relevant Rendezvous

state 3623, 3643 to the System Ready state 3625, 3645, unless and until conditions

change sufficiently for all of the checks to pass. Preferably, the checks continue even

after the platoon controller has transitioned to the System Ready or Ready to Platoon

states so that the system becomes aware of changes that adversely affect the

advisability of platooning. If a check fails after the associated platoon controller has

transitioned to the System Ready or Ready to Platoon state, the platoon controller will

transition back to the appropriate Rendezvous state 3625, 3645 and the partner vehicle

is informed of the transition so that it too transitions back to its Rendezvous state if it

has not already done so based on its independent detection of the change in

conditions.

[00185] The checks (or a set of generally similar checks) preferably continue even

after the platoon controller has transitioned to the Maintain Platoon state 3629, 3649.

If a check fails during active platoon control, the platoon controllers would typically

transition to the Dissolve Platoon state 3631, 3651 which orchestrated the dissolution

of the platoon. In some implementations the checks may be set up as monitors that

are always on and send an alert, set a flag or otherwise indicated when their associated

condition is not met.

[00186] Referring next to Fig. 38, a set of monitors that perform specific

platooning checks. Many of the illustrated monitors are utilized by the back platoon

controller to verify that conditions are appropriate for platooning. Although a specific

set of monitors is described, it should be appreciated that the described monitors are

illustrate in nature and that not all of the monitors need to be provided in any

particular embodiment, new or additional monitors may be provided, and/or the



functionalities of the described monitors may be varied to meet the needs of any

particular controller. Further, although a number of separate monitors are illustrated,

it should be appreciated that the functionalities of the described monitors and others

can be combined in any desired manner and there is no need to provide the described

functionality in dedicated monitors. Rather, analogous checks can be performed by

the platoon controller algorithmically or in any other desired manner.

[00187] In the embodiment of Fig. 38, range monitor 3841 monitors the distance

between the partners. The monitor is further configured to check whether the partner

vehicle (i.e., the lead vehicle) is within active platooning range. Often, it will be

desirable to begin active platoon control only when the vehicles are within a

designated range of one another. The specific range permitted may vary widely based

on the nature of the desired control, the technologies available to the respective

platoon controllers, and the driving circumstances at the time the platoon is initiated

(e.g., road conditions, traffic, etc.). By way of example, separations on the order of 5-

100 meters when the vehicles are in-line (e.g. following one another in the same lane)

tend to work well in many applications. In such a circumstance, the partner in range

check performed by monitor 3841 would fail if the lead vehicle were more than 100

meters ahead of the trailing vehicle. Similarly, the partner in range check performed

by monitor 3841 would fail if the designated lead vehicle was behind or less than 5

meters ahead of the host (designated back) vehicle.

[00188] If desired, the partner in range check performed by monitor 3841 can be

the same when the vehicles are laterally offset (e.g., in different lanes) which would

also preclude the platoon controller from engaging when the vehicles are beside each

other in different lanes. However, in some circumstances it may be desirable to use

somewhat different thresholds when the vehicles are laterally offset. In particular, it

may be appropriate to allow platooning control to begin while the vehicles are next to

each other in different lanes so that the "back" vehicle doesn't need to drop back

unnecessarily far before platooning begins. Allowing the vehicles to platoon while

the vehicles are beside each other can also be useful during active platooning when

the platoon partners switch positions so that a formerly trailing vehicle takes the lead.

[00189] The outer limits of the platooning range may be based in part on the

capabilities of the respective platoon partners. In practice, standard radar equipment



on trucks today do not tend to provide measurements good for platoon control at

distances much over 100 meters and is only configured to look ahead of the vehicle

within a relatively narrow field of view. Similarly, standard DSRC systems today

tend not to be too reliable at distances much over 150 meters. These types of

equipment limitations restrict the practicality of active platoon control when the

vehicles are further apart or not in view of one another. However it is envisioned that

as the capabilities of the available equipment continues to improve, the acceptable

range for active platooning may expand. The 100 meter maximum range also works

well in conjunction with the described platoon system which contemplates manual

operator control of the vehicle when platooning control is not active and affirmative

driver opt-in before automated or partially automated control begins. That is because

the driver of the trailing vehicle will typically want to be well within the 100 meter

range before transferring control to the system.

[00190] Monitors 3843 and 3844 monitor the speeds of the partner and host

vehicles respectively. These monitors are further configured to check whether the

lead and host vehicles respectively are currently traveling at velocities suitable for

platooning. The specific vehicles speeds suitable for platooning may vary

significantly based on circumstances. By way of example front vehicle speeds on the

order of 35-70 miles per hour have found to be appropriate in some

circumstances/applications. The platoon controller on the trailing vehicle can

determine the speed of the lead vehicle based on the host vehicle's speed and a

measured relative velocity between the vehicle (e.g., as measured by a radar unit, one

or more cameras, LIDAR or other suitable distance and relative velocity measuring

technologies). The measured velocity can also be verified by comparison to speed

reported by the lead vehicle as part of DSRC (or other) communications between the

vehicles.

[00191] Often, the trailing vehicle will be permitted to have a slightly larger

permitted platooning speed range since it may need to overtake (or drop back) relative

to the lead vehicle. Thus, a suitable range for the trailing vehicle may be on the order

of 33-73 miles per hour for similar applications. Of course, the specific permissible

platooning speeds and the relative scale of the permissible ranges for the lead and

trailing vehicles may vary widely based on a wide variety of factors including road



conditions, traffic conditions, speed limits, vehicle capabilities, fleet management

preferences, .driver preferences, etc.

[00192] Monitor 3846 monitors the relative speed of the trailing vehicle relative to

the front vehicle. The relative speed monitor may be further configured to check

whether the relative speed of the vehicles is in a range suitable for platooning.

Generally it is undesirable to start a platoon if the vehicles are relatively close

together but traveling at significantly different speeds. Again, the specific ranges may

vary widely, but speed differences of no more than 5 m/sec or 10 miles per hour may

be appropriate in some circumstances. In some implementations, the permitted speed

differential may be based in part on the longitudinal distance that the vehicles are

separated by.

[00193] Monitors 3848 and 3849 monitor the acceleration levels of the partner and

host vehicles respectively. The acceleration monitors may further be configured to

check whether the lead and trailing vehicles are slowing (braking) more than a

designated amount. This can be in terms of a designated deceleration threshold (e.g.,

no more than - 1 m/s2) or other appropriate threshold. Alternatively or additionally,

another monitor 3850 can be configured to monitor what the platoon controller's

current braking request. This monitor can further be configured to check whether

initiating platooning at the current time would cause the platoon controller for the

trailing vehicle to generate of a braking command of over a particular threshold. For

the later approach, the gap regulator control algorithms may execute beginning at

rendezvous after the partner is identified or at other appropriate times with its outputs

not being used for control unless or until platooning is actually initiated - that is, the

back platoon controller transitions to the platooning state in step 3733 (e.g., to Back

Maintain Platoon state 3649). However, since the gap regulator control algorithms

are executing before platooning begins, its braking command output can be checked

to make sure that it does not currently exceed the braking threshold.

[00194] Monitors 3852 and 3853 monitor the integrity of the communications for

the partner and host vehicles respectively. As part of that process, they check whether

the control channel communications are stable on the partner and host vehicles

respectively. Since the described platoon control makes use of data from the partner

vehicle, information is transmitted between the vehicles frequently - often on an



almost continuous basis. If either the controllers on either vehicle determine that they

are not receiving communications from the other as expected, or that such

communications are corrupted, the control channel communications stable check for

that vehicle would fail.

[00195] Monitor 3855 monitors the tracking unit(s). The tracking unit monitor

may further be configured to check whether the tracking unit(s) (e.g. radar unit 4137)

has a fix on the lead vehicle. U.S. patent application Nos. 15/590,715 and

62/489,662, which are incorporated herein by reference, describe some suitable

techniques for attaining and maintaining a radar fix on a partner vehicle. If the

tracking unit does not have a fix on the lead vehicle, the tracking unit fix active check

would fail. In embodiments that have multiple different tracking units available (e.g.,

two or more of radar, LIDAR, cameras or trackers utilizing other distance measuring

technologies), monitor 3855 can be configured to require that all, some or at least one

of the trackers have a fix on the partner vehicle to pass its check depending on the

preferences of the system designer.

[00196] Cut-in monitor 3857 is configured to detect the presence of a cut-in vehicle

between the lead and trailing vehicles. In general, a platooning would not be

permitted to begin if a vehicle is present in-lane between the platoon partners. It is

expected that the driver of the trailing vehicle would not press the platoon button to

signify readiness to platoon (step 3730) if a vehicle were present between the

vehicles, or the driver was concerned that a cut-in would occur based on observed

behavior of other traffic. However, the cut-in check provides an extra level of safety

since it prevents the system from being deemed ready if a vehicle is detected in-line

between the designated platoon partners. The cut-in check is even more important

during active platoon control where the detection of a cut-in vehicle may trigger a

transition to the dissolve state.

[00197] It is noted that with Level 1 platooning the driver is actively involved in

vehicle control (such as steering) even though torque request and braking may be

controlled automatically to maintain the desired gap. It is expected that in many

instances the driver will be able to identify circumstances where a cut-in is likely and

react appropriately. For example, a driver may observe a vehicle in another lane

whose actions suggest that they want to cut-in between the platoon partners (e.g. to try



to take a rapidly approaching exit). This can be a particularly dangerous situation

when a car tries to cut in between two trucks that are platooning with a small gap

therebetween. If the driver detects such a situation, the appropriate response may be

to brake even though the cut-in has not yet occurred and has therefore not been

detected by the controller. Another common example is merging traffic where a

merging vehicle may have little choice but to cut-in between the platoon partners.

[00198] In some embodiments, the platoon controller, the braking controller or

other suitable controller is arranged to implement the larger of any braking command

generated by the platoon controller itself and any braking commanded by the driver

by depressing the brake pedal. This helps ameliorate the risk that the driver will

under brake in response to a detected event.

[00199] CMS monitor 3859 monitors the status of the collision mitigation system.

Many vehicle have collision mitigation systems that are configured to detect

circumstances in which the risk of a collision is high, and in some circumstances

initiate certain levels of automatic control to help mitigate that risk and/or to reduce

the impact of an ensuing collision. The CMS monitor detects whether the collision

mitigation system for either of the vehicles has been triggered. A platoon cannot be

initiated when the CMS is triggered. It is noted that in some circumstances it may be

desirable or necessary to modify or disable a pre-installed collision mitigation systems

on the trailing vehicle if normal platoon control (e.g. following a lead vehicle at a

close distance) would trigger the collision mitigation system.

[00200] Lane monitor 3861 monitors the lane in front of the front vehicle. The

lane monitor is configured to detect the presence of a vehicle of concern in front of

the lead vehicle. Generally, if a slow moving vehicle is detected relatively closely in

front of the lead vehicle, that is a concern to the platoon control. As such, in some

embodiments, platoon control cannot be initiated if a vehicle of concern is detected in

front of the lead platoon partner. The specific thresholds that trigger failure of the

vehicle of concern check may vary based on system design goals, the weight and

braking ability of the platoon partners, or a variety of other factors. But generally, if

the lead truck is very close behind another vehicle and/or rapidly approaching another

vehicle in-lane, it is more likely that braking and potentially aggressive braking may

be required, and it is generally not desirable to initiate platooning when such risk



factors exist. Again, the front vehicle driver is unlikely to press the ready to platoon

button (step 3627) when there is a vehicle of concern. However, the system can

affirmatively check for such circumstance and the system will not be deemed ready to

platoon if such an obstacle exists. Similarly, the detection of a vehicle of concern in

front of the lead vehicle can trigger a dissolve, or cause the platoon controller to

increase the target gap in response to the detection of such an event.

[00201] Offset monitor 3863 is arranged to monitor the lateral offset between the

vehicles. A variety of checks may be based on detected lateral offset between the

vehicles. One of the checks the offset monitor may perform is based on the

determination that the platoon partners are traveling in different lanes. Specifically, it

may be undesirable to permit a platoon to initiate with the partners driving in a

laterally offset manner (e.g., in an adjacent lane) if another vehicle is relatively

closely in front of the trailing vehicle in the same lane as the trailing vehicle. Again,

the specific threshold distances / relative velocities, etc. used as triggers for

preventing platooning under the circumstances may vary widely.

[00202] In applications where authorization of a central system such as a network

operations center (NOC) or some other system is required, another check may be

whether the front and host vehicles are both authorized for platooning. NOC

authorization monitor 3865 may be arranged to perform this check.

[00203] Partner State Monitor 3867 monitors the state of the partner vehicle. One

check that the partner state monitor performs is to verify that the lead vehicle is in the

appropriate state before the back platoon controller can transition to certain states.

For example, the front platoon controller must be in the Front System Ready state

3625 before the back controller can transition to the Back System Ready state 3645.

Similarly, the front platoon controller must be in the Front Ready to Platoon state

3627 before the back platoon controller can transition to the Back Ready to Platoon

state 3647. Conversely, the back platoon controller must be in the Back System

Ready state 3645 before the front platoon controller can transition to the Front Ready

to Platoon state 3627. System ready for platooning (e.g., in the front system ready

state). This check helps enforce the aspect of the handshaking protocol discussed

with reference to Fig. 37.



[00204] In the embodiment described with respect to Fig. 38, monitors 3841 -

3867 all exist on the each vehicle which allows their corresponding checks to occur

when needed. The specific monitors discussed each perform checks that are relevant

to the control of the trailing vehicle. In general, a different series of checks will be

performed when the host is designated the lead vehicle to verify that the lead vehicle

is System Ready to platoon. The lead vehicle checks may redundantly include some

of the same checks performed by the trailing vehicle and any other checks deemed

appropriate in a particular circumstance. By way of example, in some embodiments:

(i) the host velocity monitor 3845 on the lead vehicle may perform checks analogous

to the velocity check performed by the trailing vehicle velocity monitors (verifying

that its velocity is within the speeds permitted for platooning); (ii) host

communications monitor 3853 on the lead vehicle may perform checks analogous to

the communications checks performed by the trailing vehicle communications

monitors (verifying that its control channel communications are stable); (iii) lane

monitor 3861 on the front vehicle will also determine whether there is a vehicle of

concern in front of the lead vehicle; NOC authorization monitor 3865 on the lead

vehicle will also verify whether it is authorized to platoon, as required. Of course the

specific checks performed by the lead vehicle and lead vehicle monitors may vary

widely based on factors such as the information and sensors available to the lead

vehicle, system design preferences, etc..

[00205] It should be appreciated that the described monitors and checks are

exemplary in nature. Therefore, while the various monitors and checks described

have been found to work well, it should be appreciated that not all of the described

checks are required in any particular embodiment and that other appropriate checks or

modifications of the described checks, may be used in addition to, or in place of any

of the specific checks described herein.

[00206] The monitors are preferably always on when the platoon controller is

active (e.g., after startup). As mentioned previously, it is generally desirable to

continue performing the platoon suitability checks after the platoon controller has

transitioned from the Rendezvous state to the System Ready state, the Ready to

Platoon state, and/or the Maintain Platoon state and even in the Dissolve Platoon

state. Most of the described monitors and checks are appropriate to run in each of



these states, although in some circumstances the constraints or thresholds associated

with a monitor checks may change based on the current state of the platoon controller.

Therefore, the monitors preferably run continuously when the platoon controller is

active even though the results of their various checks and other outputs may not be

relevant to all states. Having the monitors always active means that their results are

immediately available to the platoon controllers any time they are required.

[00207] As suggested above, the specific thresholds or ranges that trigger a fail

may vary based on the platoon controller's state. Such variations may be designed to

include a certain degree of hysteresis to reduce the probability that the controller will

oscillate between states during operation at a level close to a trigger. For example, if

the authorized front vehicle speed is in the range of 35-70 mph for instituting a

platoon, a slightly larger range may be appropriate for maintaining the ready and

platooning states to reduce the probability of the check switching back and forth

between pass and fail when the speed is near an end of the range. A certain degree of

hysteresis can be applied to other checks as well.

[00208] If a check fails during active platoon control, the platoon controller would

typically transition to the Dissolve Platoon state 3631, 3651 which orchestrated the

dissolution of the platoon. It should be appreciated that the triggers to cause a

transition to a dissolve may be different than triggers that indicate that the controller is

not ready to initiate platoon control. For example a short break in communications

(as for example breaks of a half a second or less) may be sufficient to fail the

communications stable tests, 3752, 3753 when the controller is in the Rendezvous

state. However during active platooning control it may be desirable to permit larger

communication breaks to occur without triggering a dissolve (as for example a second

or two) when operating conditions are otherwise in a safe and stable range.

[00209] In another example, it may be desirable to limit the amount of time that an

active platoon may continue with the vehicles being in different lanes (e.g., 20

seconds, a minute, 5 seconds, etc). This constraint may be enforced by offset monitor

3863, which tracks the amount time that the vehicles are laterally offset and can

implement checks to see whether that lane offset has persisted beyond a designated

threshold period. In some designs it may be desirable to have similar constraints on

lateral offset operation for the system to be deemed ready for platooning. However,



in other applications, lateral offset during initiation of a platoon may be encouraged

(e.g., by not putting any constraints on the time that the vehicles are laterally offset n

the Rendezvous, System Ready and Ready to Platoon states) or more prohibited (e.g.,

by the use of a check that fails if lateral offset is detected). Thus, it should be

appreciated that the amount of time that platooning is permitted with the vehicles

laterally offset may vary widely base on system design goals.

[00210] In some circumstances the detection of certain conditions may trigger a

change in the type of platoon control that is employed. For example, if the lead

vehicle changes lanes during active platoon control so that it is laterally offset from

the trailing vehicle, the tracker may no longer be able to "see" the back of the lead

vehicle. If communications are stable, it may be desirable to transition from a gap

control mode to a relative velocity control mode that causes the trailing vehicle to

being dropping back at a controlled rate until the back of the lead vehicle can be

"seen" again by the tracking unit without triggering a dissolve. However, another

check or trigger may be used to initiate a dissolve if an excessive amount of time

lapses without the tracking unit being able to relocate the back of the front vehicle.

[00211] In another example, the detection of some circumstances or events may

make it appropriate to increase (or shorten) the target gap during platooning. For

example, if there is traffic ahead of the lead vehicle that is traveling at approximately

the same speed as the platoon, but is closer than desired, one appropriate response

may be to increase the gap between the platoon partners. Of course a wide variety of

other control schemes can readily be employed as well.

[00212] The checks (or a set of generally similar checks) preferably continue even

after the platoon controller has transitioned to the Maintain Platoon state 3629, 3649.

If a check fails during active platoon control, the platoon controllers would typically

transition to the Dissolve Platoon state 3631, 3651 which orchestrates the dissolution

of the platoon.

[00213] An alternative platoon controller architecture embodiment is

diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 39. The illustrated architecture is suitable for

use with platooning tractor-trailer trucks. The specific controller illustrated is

primarily designed for use in conjunction with a platooning system in which both

vehicles include an active driver, with the driver of the lead vehicle being fully



responsible for control of the front vehicle. The a driver of the trailing vehicle is

responsible for steering the trailing vehicle, but the platoon controller 4110 is

primarily responsible for controlling the trailing vehicles torque and braking requests

during active platooning. However it should be appreciated that generally similar

control schemes can be used in systems which contemplate more automated or fully

automated control of one or both of the platoon partners.

[00214] In the illustrated embodiment illustrated in Fig. 39, a platoon controller

4110, receives inputs from a number of sensors 4130 on the tractor and/or one or

more trailers or other connected units, and a number of actuators and actuator

controllers 4150 arranged to control operation of the tractor's powertrain and other

vehicle systems. An actuator interface 4160 may be provided to facilitate

communications between the platoon controller 4110 and the actuator controllers

4150. The platoon controller 4110 also interacts with an inter-vehicle

communications controller 4170 which orchestrates communications with the platoon

partner and a NOC communications controller 4180 that orchestrates communications

with a network operations center (NOC). The vehicle also preferably has selected

configuration files 4190 that include known information about the vehicle.

[00215] Some of the functional components of the platoon controller 4110 include

gap controller 4112, a variety of estimators 4114, one or more partner vehicle trackers

4116 and various monitors 4118. In many applications, the platoon controller 4110

will include a variety of other components 4119 as well. Exemplary embodiments of

the platoon controller 4110 and gap controller 4112 are described in more detail

below with reference to Figs. 40 and 41.

[00216] Some of the sensors utilized by the platoon controller 4110 may include

GNSS (GPS) unit 4131, wheel speed sensors 4132, inertial measurement devices

4134, radar unit 4137, LIDAR unit 4138, cameras 4139, accelerator pedal position

sensor 4141, steering wheel position sensor 4142, brake pedal position sensor 4143,

and various accelerometer 4144. Of course, not all of these sensors will be available

on all vehicles involved in a platoon and not all of these sensors are required in any

particular embodiment. A variety of other sensor 4149 (now existing or later

developed or commercially deployed) may be additionally or alternatively be utilized

by the platoon controller in other embodiments. In the primary embodiments



described herein, GPS position data is used. However, GPS is just one of the

currently available global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). Therefore, it should

be appreciated that data from any other GNSS system or from other suitable position

sensing systems may be used in place of, or in addition to the GPS system.

[00217] Many (but not all) of the described sensors, including wheel speed sensors,

4132, radar unit 4137, accelerator pedal position sensor 4141, steering wheel position

sensor 4142, brake pedal position sensor 4143, and accelerometer 4144 are relatively

standard equipment on newer trucks (tractors) used to pull semi-trailers. However,

others, such as the GNSS unit 4131 and LIDAR unit 4138 (if used) are not currently

standard equipment on such tractors or may not be present on a particular vehicle and

may be installed as needed or desired to help support platooning.

[00218] Some of the vehicle actuators controllers 4150 that the platoon controller

may direct at least in part include engine torque controller 4152 (which is often part of

the integrated functionality of an engine control unit (ECU) or power train control

module (PCM)); transmission controller 4154; brake controller 4156; steering

controller 4157 (when automated steering is provided); and clutch controller 4158.

Of course, not all of these actuator controllers will be available or are required in any

particular embodiment and it may be desirable to interface with a variety of other

vehicle actuator controllers 4159 that may be available on the controlled vehicle as

well. Therefore, it should be appreciated that the specific actuator controllers 4150

directed or otherwise utilized by the platoon controller on any particular controlled

vehicle may vary widely. Further, the capabilities of any particular actuator controller

(e.g. engine torque controller 4152), as well as its interface (e.g., the nature and

format of the commands, instructions, requests and messages it can handle or

generate) will often vary with the make and model of that particular actuator

controller. Therefore, an actuator interface 4160 is preferably provided to translate

requests, commands, messages and instructions from the platoon controller 4110 into

formats that are appropriate for the specific actuator controller hardware and software

utilized on the controlled vehicle. The actuator interface 4160 also provides a

mechanism for communicating/translating messages, commands, instructions and

requests received from the various actuator controllers back to the platoon controller

4110. Typically an appropriate actuator interface would be provided to interact with



each of the specific vehicle controllers utilized. In various embodiments, this may

include one or more of: an engine torque interface 4161; a brake interface 4162; a

transmission interface 4164; a retarder interface 4165 (if a separate retarder controller

is used); a steering interface 4167; and/or any other appropriate controller interface

4169.

[00219] Large trucks and other heavy vehicles frequently have multiple systems for

"braking" the truck. These include the traditional brake system assemblies mounted

in the wheels of the vehicle - which are often referred to in the industry as the

"foundation brakes." Most large trucks / heavy vehicles also have a mechanism

referred to as a "retarder" that is used to augment the foundation brakes and serve as

an alternative mechanism for slowing the vehicle or to help prevent the vehicle from

accelerating down a hill. Often, the retarder will be controlled by the engine torque

controller 4152 and in such embodiments, the retarder can be controlled by sending

appropriate torque commands (which may be negative) to the engine torque controller

4152. In other embodiments a separate retarder controller (not shown) may be

accessible to, and therefore directed by, platoon controller 4110 through an

appropriate retarder interface 4165.

[00220] The communications between vehicles may be directed over any suitable

channel and may be coordinated by inter-vehicle communications controller 4170.

By way of example, the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) protocol,

which is a two-way short to medium range wireless communications technology that

has been developed for vehicle to vehicle communications, works well. The specific

information transmitted back and forth between the vehicles may vary widely based

on the needs of the platoon controller.

[00221] The communications between vehicles may be directed over any suitable

channel and may be coordinated by inter-vehicle communications controller 4170.

By way of example, the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) protocol

(e.g. the IEEE 802.1 lp protocol), which is a two-way short to medium range wireless

communications technology that has been developed for vehicle to vehicle

communications, works well. Of course other communications protocols and

channels may be used in addition to or in place of a DSRC link. For example, the

inter vehicle communications may additionally or alternatively be transmitted over a



Citizen's Band (CB) Radio channel, one or more General Mobile Radio Service

(GMRS) bands, and one or more Family Radio Service (FRS) bands or any other now

existing or later developed communications channels using any suitable

communication protocol.

[00222] In various embodiments, the transmitted information may include the

current commands generated by the platoon controller 4110 such as

requested/commanded engine torque 4280, requested/commanded braking

deceleration 4282. They may also include steering commands, gear commands, etc.

when those aspects are controlled by platoon controller 4110. Corresponding

information is received from the partner vehicle, regardless of whether those

commands are generated by a platoon controller or other suitable controller on the

partner vehicle (e.g., an adaptive cruise control system (ACC) or a collision

mitigation system (CMS)), or through other or more traditional mechanisms - as for

example, in response to driver inputs (e.g., accelerator pedal position, brake position,

steering wheel position, etc.).

[00223] In many embodiments, much or all of the tractor sensor information

provided to platoon controller 4110 is also transmitted to the platoon partner and

corresponding information is received from the platoon partner so that the platoon

controllers 4110 on each vehicle can develop an accurate model of what the partner

vehicle is doing. The same is true for any other relevant information that is provided

to the platoon controller, including any vehicle configuration information 4190 that is

relevant to the platoon controller. It should be appreciated that the specific

information transmitted may vary widely based on the requirements of the platoon

controllers 4110, the sensors and actuators available on the respective vehicles, and

the specific knowledge that each vehicle may have about itself.

[00224] The information transmitted between vehicles may also include

information about intended future actions. For example, if the lead vehicle knows it

approaching a hill, it may expect to increase its torque request (or decrease its torque

request in the context of a downhill) in the near future and that information can be

conveyed to a trailing vehicle for use as appropriate by the platoon controller 4110.

Of course, there is a wide variety of other information that can be used to foresee

future torque or braking requests and that information can be conveyed in a variety of



different forms. In some embodiments, the nature of the expected events themselves

can be indicated (e.g., a hill, or curve or exit is approaching) together with the

expected timing of such events. In other embodiments, the intended future actions

can be reported in the context of expected control commands such as the expected

torques and/or other control parameters and the timing at which such changes are

expected. Of course, there are a wide variety of different types of expected events

that may be relevant to the platoon control.

[00225] The communications between the vehicles and the NOC may be

transmitted over a variety of different networks, such as the cellular network, various

Wi-Fi networks, satellite communications networks and/or any of a variety of other

networks as appropriate. The communications with the NOC may be coordinated by

NOC communications controller 4180. The information transmitted to and/or

received from the NOC may vary widely based on the overall system design. In some

circumstances, the NOC may provide specific control parameters such as a target gap

tolerance. These control parameters or constraints may be based on factors known at

the NOC such as speed limits, the nature of the road/terrain (e.g., hilly vs. flat,

winding vs. straight, etc.) weather conditions, traffic or road conditions, etc. In other

circumstances the NOC may provide information such information to the platoon

controller. The NOC may also provide information about the partner vehicle

including its configuration information and any known relevant information about its

current operational state such as weight, trailer length, etc.

[00226] The configuration file 4190 may include a wide variety of information

about the host vehicle that may be considered relevant to the controller. By way of

example, some of the information might include the vehicle's specification including

such things as engine performance characteristics, available sensors, the nature of its

braking system, the location of its GNSS antenna relative to the front of the cab, gear

ratios, differential ratios etc.

[00227] Fig. 40 illustrates a particular embodiment of a platoon controller 4110. In

the illustrated embodiment, the platoon controller 4110 includes a gap controller

4112, a plurality of estimators 4114, one or more trackers 4116, any desired monitors

4118 and potentially any of a variety of other components 4119.



[00228] In the illustrated embodiment, the gap controller 4112 includes a target and

state setter 4200, a gap regulator 4210 and a gap estimator 4240. In general, the target

and state setter 4200 is arranged to determine the intended operational mode (state) of

the gap regulator 4210 and the values of any variable control parameters that are

appropriate for use in that operational mode.

[00229] The gap regulator 4210 is arranged to control the trailing platoon partner in

the manner designated by the target and state setter 4200. In the gap control

operational mode, the gap regulator 4210 controls the vehicle in a manner that seeks

to attain and maintain the desired gap in accordance with any designated control

parameters specified by the state setter 4200. In other modes, the gap regulator 4210

controls the vehicle in a manner that seeks to attain the appropriate response for the

selected operational mode.

[00230] The gap estimator 4240 is arranged to estimate/determine the current gap

based on actual measurements and/or other information that is available to the platoon

controller 4110. It should be apparent that an accurate understanding of the current

gap is important to successful operation of the gap regulator. At the same time, it

should be appreciated that any measurement system has inherent tolerances and can

be subject to reporting errors and/or may become unavailable in some circumstances.

Thus, the gap estimator 4240 is configured to receive information from multiple

position or relative position related sensors and to fuse such data into a reliable

estimate of the current gap.

[00231] The torque and braking requests generated by GAP regulator 4210 are sent

to the appropriate actuator interface (e.g., engine torque interface 4161 and brake

interface 4162 respectively). The engine torque interface 4161 then forwards an

appropriate torque command to engine torque controller 4152 which directs the

delivery of the requested torque by directing various engine operating parameters

such as fuel charge, valve timing, retarder state, etc. appropriately. The brake

interface 4162 generates an appropriate brake request that is sent to the brake

controller 4156.

[00232] A particular embodiment of gap controller 4 112 is described in more detail

below with reference to Fig. 41.



[00233] Returning to Fig. 40, there are a variety of estimators 4114 that are useful

for the gap controller 4112. In various embodiments these may include one or more

of a mass estimator 4271, a drag estimator 4273, a ground speed estimator 4275, a

gyro bias estimator 4277 and/or other estimators 4279.

[00234] The mass estimator 4271 is arranged to estimate the respective masses of

the platoon partners. These mass estimations may be used by the gap controller 4112

to help scale its torque and brake requests appropriately based on the respective

weights (masses) of the platoon partners.

[00235] The drag estimator 4273 is arranged to estimate the respective drag

resistances of the platoon partners. These drag resistance estimates may also be used

by the gap controller to help adjust its torque and brake requests appropriately. In

general, the drag resistance of any particular truck or other vehicle can vary based on

a variety of factors including: (a) its drag profile (which in the context of a truck may

change based on the trailer being pulled - if any, or other characteristics of the load);

(b) the vehicle's current speed, (c) wind speed and direction, (d) rolling resistance, (e)

platoon state (e.g., whether a platoon is active, the position of the vehicle within the

platoon, the gap), (f) bearing wear, etc.

[00236] The ground speed estimator 4275 is arranged to estimate the actual ground

speed of the respective platoon partners. Many trucks and other vehicles have wheel

speed sensors that can quite accurately measure the rotational speed of the associated

wheels. The actual ground speed at which the vehicles are traveling will vary based

on the respective diameters of the wheels and slip conditions of the tires. The precise

diameter of the wheels can vary based on the tires used. Furthermore, the diameter of

the wheels will vary over time with tire wear, changes in ambient temperature and

other factors. The wheel diameter will even change over the course of a particular trip

as the tires heat up (or otherwise change in temperature) during use. In practice, all of

these variations in wheel diameter are potentially significant enough to impact the gap

estimation and gap control. Therefore, the ground speed estimator 4275 is arranged to

estimate the actual ground speed based on measured wheel speed and other available

information such as GNSS information. The ground speed estimates are particularly

useful in times when tracker based gap measurements (e.g., radar, cameras, LIDAR,



etc.) aren't available - which may occur, for example, when the platoon partners are

laterally offset due to a lane change, etc.

[00237] Several of the measurements utilized by the gap controller 4112 are

inertial measurements that are gyro based. These may include yaw measurements

which indicate the rate at which the associated vehicle is turning, longitudinal

acceleration measurements, etc. Gyros often have an inherent measurement error

referred to as a gyro bias that can affect measurements. The gyro bias estimator 4277

estimates such biases to allow the gap controller to compensate for such gyro based

measurement errors.

[00238] The platoon controller 4110 can include any other estimators 4279 that

may be useful to any particular gap controller 4 112 as well.

[00239] The platoon controller 4110 may also include one or more trackers 4116.

Each tracker 4116 is arranged to measure or otherwise determine the gap. One type

of tracker that is used in many implementations is a radar based radar tracker 4283.

Newer commercially available trucks often come equipped with a radar unit as

standard equipment and radar trackers are particularly well suited for use in such

vehicles. Of course, one or more radar units may be installed on any vehicle that does

not come pre-equipped with a radar unit to facilitate use of radar tracker 4283. By

way of example, some specific radar trackers are described in more detail in co-

pending U.S. Application Nos. 15/590,715 and 15/590,803, both filed May 9, 2017,

both of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[00240] LIDAR is another distance measuring technology that is well suited for

measuring the gap between vehicles. LIDAR is quickly gaining popularity for use in

automated and autonomous driving applications. LIDAR tracker 4286 is well suited

for use on vehicles that have or are provided with LIDAR units. Cameras and stereo

cameras are also becoming more popular distance measuring tools for use in various

automated and autonomous driving applications.

[00241] Of course, other distance measuring technologies can be used to measure

or estimate the gap between vehicles as represented by other trackers 4289. By way

of example, a GPS tracker could be used that is based primarily on the respective

reported GPS positions of the vehicles.



[00242] The tracker(s) used in many embodiments are configured to fuse data from

multiple sensors to help validate the measurements of the primary sensors used by the

respective trackers. The aforementioned radar tracker application describes a variety

of methods for fusing data to help validate measurements of a primary sensor in that

manner.

[00243] In various embodiments, the gap estimator 4240 could replace or be

replaced by one or more of the trackers, or could be thought of as a tracker itself since

it determines/estimates the gap based on inputs from multiple sensors. In the

illustrated embodiment, the gap estimator 4240 is shown separately as part of gap

controller 4112 since it fuses distance data from the tracker(s) and any other available

sources such as GNSS sensors on each of the vehicles.

[00244] The platoon controller 4110 may also include one or more monitors 4118

that are configured to monitor specific components that are relevant to gap control.

By way of example, one specific monitor that is particularly useful to the control of

platooning trucks is brake health monitor 4291. The brake health monitor 4291 is

configured to monitor the brake system and to identify circumstances in which the

brakes may not be able to deliver the level of braking normally expected for platoon

control - as for example could occur if the foundation brakes include drum brakes that

have been used while traveling downhill in the mountains to the extent that they are

close to overheating. If the brake health monitor 4291 identifies such a circumstance,

it informs the platoon controller, which can take the appropriate remedial action. The

appropriate remedial action will vary based on the specific circumstances identified

by the brake health monitor, but may include, for example, actions such as dissolving

the platoon, increasing the target gap to a level more appropriate for the brake

conditions, etc. Of course, the brake health monitor can also configured to identify

circumstances in which the condition of the brakes has improved (e.g., the brakes

have cooled sufficiently) and inform the platoon controller of those circumstances as

well so that the platoon controller can act accordingly. For example, improved

braking status may allow the target gap to be reduced, a platoon to be reestablished or

other appropriate actions.

[00245] The platoon controller may include any of a variety of other monitors 4299

that are configured to monitor the state or status of other components, systems,



environmental conditions, road or traffic conditions, etc. that may be relevant to

platoon control. For example, a DSRC link monitor may be provided to monitor the

status of a DSRC communication link between the platoon partners.

[00246] Referring next to Fig. 41, another embodiment of gap controller 4112 will

be described in more detail. Similarly to the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2, the gap

controller 4112 includes a target and state setter 4200, a gap regulator 4210 and a gap

estimator 4240. In the embodiment of Fig. 3, the target and state setter 4200 includes

an operating state selector 4203, and a control parameter selector 4206 that

determines, selects, sets or otherwise indicates to the gap regulator the values of any

variable control parameters that are appropriate for use in the selected operational

mode.

[00247] The operating state selector 4203 is arranged to determine the intended

operational mode (state) of the gap regulator 4210. In some specific embodiments,

the operational modes might include a "normal" or "gap control" operational mode in

which the gap regulator is configured to control towards attaining an maintaining a

designated gap between the vehicles. In the gap control operational mode control

parameter variables dictated by the control parameter selector might include the target

gap itself (e.g. 10m, 12m, etc.) - which may vary somewhat based on driving

conditions (e.g., weather, terrain, road conditions, traffic, etc.). Other control

parameters during normal operation may include parameters that impact the draw-in

speed, the tightness of the control, tolerances or variations between torque control and

braking control, etc. In other embodiments, "initiate platoon" and/or "draw-in" or

"pull-in" may be one or more separate states that are used to establish a platoon

and/or to bring the platoon partners together in a safe manner under at least partially

automated control.

[00248] Another potential operational mode is a "dissolve" mode in which the

platoon controller transitions the trailing vehicle toward/to a position at which the

driver of the trailing vehicle (or an automatic cruise control system) can safely take

over control of the vehicle. Generally, dissolving a platoon includes increasing the

gap between the vehicles in a controlled manner to/towards a point at which the

platoon can be dissolved and vehicle control can be safely transferred to manual

control by the driver or to control through the use of a different system such as



adaptive cruise control. The dissolve mode may optionally be triggered by a wide

variety of different circumstances, as for example, in response to one of the platoon

partners or the NOC deciding to terminate the platoon; the detection of a car cutting-

in between the platooning vehicles; the loss of communications between the vehicles

for an extended period; the detection of an object in front of the lead vehicle that is

too slow or too close to the platoon; etc.

[00249] Another potential operational mode may be a velocity control or relative

velocity control mode. Velocity control, or relative velocity control may be

preferable to trying to control to maintain a particular gap in a variety of specific

circumstances - as for example when the trailing vehicle's radar (or other) tracking

unit loses sight of the partner vehicle, as can occur when there is a lateral offset

between the vehicles due to a lane change or other conditions.

[00250] Of course, there can be a variety of other operational modes as well.

[00251] The gap regulator 4210 is arranged to control the trailing platoon partner in

the manner designated by the target and state setter 4200. In the embodiment

illustrated in Fig. 3, the gap regulator 4210 includes a scaler 4212 and two separate

controllers which are used in different combinations in different operating modes. In

the illustrated embodiment, the controllers include a sliding mode controller 4215

(which performs gap control) and a velocity/relative velocity controller 4218. It

should be appreciated that in other embodiments, a single controller, additional and/or

different may be provided as appropriate for any particular implementation.

[00252] In the illustrated embodiment, the feed forward scaler 4212 is configured

to scale the torque and brake signals from the front vehicle before adding them to the

outputs from the sliding mode and relative velocity controllers 4215, 4218 to create

the torque and brake request to the engine and brake controllers. Such scaling may be

based on factors such as the respective weights (masses) of the platoon partners, the

respective drags of the vehicles, the severity of a braking event (e.g., in high braking

scenarios, the braking command may be increased a bit to provide a margin of safety

to account for uncertainties in braking performance and reactions times), etc. In other

embodiments, such scaling functions can be integrated into the respective controllers

themselves if desired.



[00253] The sliding mode controller 4215 is configured to control the trailing

vehicle in a manner that seeks to attain and maintain the desired gap in accordance

with the target gap and any other control parameters specified by the control

parameter selector 4206. Thus, its primary function is gap control. The velocity

controller 4218 is configured to control the trailing vehicles in a manner that

maintains a designated velocity relative to the lead vehicle, or in some circumstances,

simply a designated velocity. In the illustrated embodiment, these two separate

controllers are provided so that the gap regulator 4210 can provide different types of

control, as may be appropriate in different operational circumstances. A few specific

examples are described with reference to Figs. 42A-42C. In the described

embodiments, both the controllers 4215 and 4218 are operated continuously during

platooning and the selector/adder 4250 is used to select the appropriate signals to

output based on the current operating mode. An optional braking monitor 4255 is a

safety feature that may be utilized to help ensure that the brake commands outputted

by selector/adder 4250 don't overly aggressively brake the trailing vehicle except in

where necessary from a safety /crash prevention standpoint. This is to reduce the risk

of traffic behind the trailing platoon partner from being impacted by unexpected

aggressive braking of the trailing platoon partner.

[00254] The sliding mode controller 4215 is arranged to control the trailing vehicle

in a manner such that its relative velocity relative to the front vehicle varies as a

function of the gap between the vehicles. This characteristic is illustrated in the state

space diagrams of Fig. 43 which show a control scheme in accordance with one

specific implementation. More specifically, Fig. 43 plots relative velocity between

the vehicles (the Y-axis) vs. gap between the vehicles (the X-axis). Fig. 43 also show

a torque request controller target control line 4320. In the illustrated embodiment, the

nominal desired gap is 12 meters - which is represented by line 4310. Thus, the

target control point 4311 is 12 meters with zero relative velocity, which is the point

represented by the intersection of line 4310 (12 meters gap) and line 4312 (zero

relative velocity).

[00255] The torque request controller component 4221 of gap regulator 4210 is

configured to generate a torque request that is appropriate to control the gap in

accordance with target control line 4320. The torque request is then implemented by



engine torque controller 4152. As can be seen in Fig. 43, when the gap is larger than

the desired gap, the rear truck is controlled to travel slightly faster than the front truck

is traveling such that the relative velocity of the rear truck has a small positive value.

As the rear truck draws closer to the lead truck, its relative velocity is reduced in a

smooth manner until the gap is reduced to the target control point 4311, at which

point the relative velocity would be zero if perfect control were attained. If the rear

truck gets closer than the desired gap, it is slowed so that it has a negative relative

velocity relative to the lead truck to reestablish the desired gap.

[00256] The sliding mode controller 4215 utilizes a unified sliding mode control

scheme during both the "pull-in" and gap maintenance stages of platooning.

Configuring the sliding mode controller to control towards target control line 4320

helps ensure that the relative speed vs. gap relationship stays within the region of safe

operation illustrated in Fig. 17A.

[00257] In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 41, the sliding mode controller 4215

includes separate controllers (e.g. torque request controller 4221 and brake request

generator components 4223) which are configured to control towards different gap

control targets. The different control targets are illustrated in the state space diagrams

of Fig. 43 which show a control scheme in accordance with one specific

implementation. More specifically, Fig. 43 shows a brake request controller target

control line 4330 in addition to torque request controller target control line 4320. Fig.

43 additionally shows representative transition paths from various points in the state

space to the torque request target control line 4320.

[00258] For most open highway driving conditions, modulating the torque request

alone is sufficient to control the gap appropriately without requiring the use of the

foundation brakes. This is in part because the torque request can be negative to a

certain degree without needing to actuate the foundation brakes through the use of

engine braking and/or the retarder (if available). As mentioned above, when fuel is

cut-off there will be some pumping losses and some frictional losses in the

powertrain, so some level of negative torque can be provided while using normal

valve timing by simply reducing the fuel charge appropriately. When larger negative

torque is needed, the engine torque controller 4152 can create larger negative torques

by actuating the retarder and/or by taking other appropriate measures.



[00259] Separately, the brake request controller component 4223 of gap regulator

4210 is arranged to generate brake requests during normal operation that are generally

arranged to maintain a different gap - specifically a smaller gap - than the torque

request controller 4221 targets. This difference in the gaps that the torque and brake

request controllers control to is sometimes referred to herein as the gap tolerance

4340. In general, brake requests 4213 are not generated unless or until the gap is

reduced at least the gap tolerance below the torque request target control line 4320.

Since the brakes can only be used to slow the vehicle, the effect of this difference is

that the trailing truck will be allowed to creep in a relatively small amount (2 meters

in the example) before the foundation brakes are actuated when the gap regulator

4210 cannot maintain the desired gap through control of the torque request alone.

When the desired gap can be restored by modulating the torque requests alone without

crossing target brake control line 4330, then the foundation brakes do not need to be

used at all. This has the effect of safely maintaining a gap while reducing the

probability that the foundation brakes will be deployed unnecessarily.

[00260] Normal gap control is illustrated in Fig. 42A. During normal gap control,

the sliding mode controller 4215 is use to determine torque and brake requests that are

appropriate to attain and maintain the target gap set by control parameter selector

4206. When appropriate, the torque and brake requests generated by the sliding mode

controller 4215 may be scaled appropriately by selector/adder 4250 based on inputs

from feed forward scaler 4212. In this normal gap control mode, the outputs of the

relative velocity controller 4218 are not used in the control of the trailing vehicle.

[00261] In some embodiments, the sliding mode controller 4215 includes separate

torque request and brake request controllers 4221, 4223 as illustrated in Fig. 41. The

torque request and brake request controllers 4221, 4223 are configured to control the

engine and brakes respectively towards different gap targets which tends to provide a

smoother, more comfortable ride and reduce the use of wheel brakes (e.g., the

foundation brakes in tractor-trailer rigs) compared to control in which the engine and

brakes are controlled to the same target gap. Such a gap control architecture is

described in more detail in U.S. Provisional application No. 62/489,662, which is

incorporated herein by reference.



[00262] Although the sliding mode controller 4215 works very well to control the

gap, there will be operational circumstances in which different types of control may

be appropriate. For example, a different type of control may be desirable when it is

necessary to dissolve a platoon and return the trailing vehicle to manual or other

automated control. Typically, the gap between vehicles during platooning will be

smaller, often much smaller, than can safely be maintained by a driver under manual

control. Therefore, in general, when a platoon is dissolved with the intent to restoring

manual control of the trailing vehicle, it will be desirable to grow the gap to a distance

that is appropriate for manual control before relinquishing control to the driver. This

can be accomplished in a smooth manner by relative velocity controller 4218.

[00263] When operating state selector 4203 determines that the platoon should be

dissolved, it directs the GAP regulator 4210 to transition to a dissolve mode as

represented by Fig. 42B. In the dissolve mode, primary control is provided by

relative velocity controller 4218. The control parameter selector 4206 may designate

a desired (target) relative velocity for the trailing truck during the dissolve. The

specific target relative velocity may vary based on the nature of the circumstances

and/or the vehicles involved in the platoon. In general, it is desirable to select a

relative velocity that will cause the vehicles to gradually, but expeditiously separate,

without requiring the trailing vehicle to slow excessively (which could unduly hinder

following traffic) and preferably without requiring the lead vehicle to alter its drive

plan. By way of example, relative velocities during dissolves on the order of 0.5 to 4

meters per second, as for example, 1-2 m/s, have been found to work well in the

context of platooning trucks.

[00264] During a dissolve, the lead vehicle may take a variety of actions. For

example, the lead truck may accelerate or increase its torque command aggressively.

In such cases, it may not be desirable to try to accelerate the trailing truck in a similar

manner thereby allowing the lead vehicle to pull away more than would otherwise

occur under relative velocity control. One way to accomplish this in the context of

platooning trucks is to ignore or otherwise disable positive torque commands from

feed forward scaler 4212.

[00265] Another potential scenario is that the lead truck brakes or slows

significantly while under velocity control. In some circumstances, the velocity



controller 4218 may be configured to permit a certain amount of gap shrinkage when

the gap is relatively larger to thereby reduce the overall amount of braking required.

In the illustrated embodiment, the sliding mode controller is configured to ensure that

the gap between the vehicles is always sufficient to give the trailing vehicle sufficient

time to respond in a manner that prevents the trailing vehicle from running into the

back of the lead vehicle regardless of the occurrence of (reasonable) unexpected

events. Therefore, if the sliding mode controller is outputting a braking or negative

torque signal that has a greater magnitude than the relative velocity controller, then

that larger braking / negative torque command should be passed to the vehicle's

engine and braking controllers. Therefore, during a dissolve, the selector/adder 4250

is configured to only utilize negative commands (i.e., braking commands and negative

torque commands) from the sliding mode controller 4215 and to only use such

commands when they are greater in magnitude than the commands from the relative

velocity controller 4218.

There may also be operational circumstances outside of dissolves in which

relative velocity control or simply velocity control is desired. For example, there may

be circumstances in which the back of the lead vehicle moves out of view of the

trailing vehicle's tracker(s) 4116 or the tracker(s) 4116 otherwise loses sight of the

back of the platoon partner. This can occur, for example, as a result of a lane change

by one of the platoon partners. In such a circumstance the gap regulator may not have

an accurate measure of the longitudinal gap between the vehicles - and may have to

rely on less accurate approaches for determining the gap such as the vehicle's

respective GNSS positions. In such circumstances, it may be desirable to control the

trailing vehicle to slowly drop back until the back of the lead vehicle comes within the

tracker's view. Again, the relative velocity controller 4218 is well suited for use in

this circumstance - although the preferred relative velocity control may be a bit

different than occurs during a dissolve. Specifically, the goal is typically not to drop

back as quickly or as far as would occur during a dissolve - thus a smaller relative

velocity (e.g. 0.5 m/s vs. 2 m/s), may be appropriate.

[00266] One approach to such relative velocity control is illustrated in Fig. 42C. In

the velocity control scheme of Fig. 42C velocity controller 4218 is used in

conjunction with normal scaling from feed forward scaler 4212. This causes the



trailing platoon partner to better follow lead vehicle accelerations and/or torque

increases than occurs during the dissolve state illustrated in Fig. 42B. At the same

time, for safety purposes, braking requests and negative torque request from the

sliding mode controller 4215 may be utilized as appropriate by selector/adder 4250 in

a manner similar to the approach described above with respect to Fig. 4B.

[00267] Although particular platoon and gap controller architectures are illustrated

in Figs. 40 and 41, it should be appreciated that the specific architectures utilized may

vary widely to meet the needs of any particular platooning or other automated vehicle

control scheme.

[00268] As will be apparent to those familiar with the art, the described controllers

can be implemented algorithmically using software or firmware algorithms executing

on one or more processors, using programmable logic, using digital or analog

components or using any combination of the preceding.

[00269] In the detailed description above, it is assumed that the controlled power

plant is an internal combustion engine, as for example a diesel engine. However, it

should be appreciated that the described control approach can be utilized regardless of

the nature of the power plant used to provide torque to drive the host vehicle.

Therefore, the present embodiments should be considered illustrative and not

restrictive and the invention is not to be limited to the details given herein, but may be

modified within the scope and equivalents of the appended claims.

[00270] In sum, the present invention provides devices, systems and

methods for vehicle monitoring and platooning, including in some

embodiments various capabilities for semi-automated vehicular convoying

as well as systems, processes and methodologies for integrating sensor data

with communicated data to yield improved identification of platoon partners

as well as providing increased safety for vehicles traveling in close

proximity and improved platoon performance. Among the many advantages

of such a system are the ability to follow closely together in a safe, efficient,

convenient manner, together with improved fuel economy, better fleet

management, improved proactive fleet and vehicle maintenance, reduced

accident risk, and numerous other benefits.

[00271] While this invention has been described in terms of several



embodiments, there are alterations, modifications, permutations, and

substitute equivalents, which fall within the scope of this invention. In view

of the many alternative ways of implementing the methods and apparatuses

of the present invention, it is intended that the following appended claims be

interpreted as including all such alterations, modifications, permutations, and

substitute equivalents as fall within the true scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS

1. A method of initiating a platoon between a host vehicle and a platoon partner,

the method comprising:

establishing communications with the platoon partner;

receiving a message that the platoon partner's platoon control system is ready

to platoon;

determining whether a platoon controller on the host vehicle is ready to

platoon, wherein a multiplicity of platooning prerequisite checks must be met before

the host vehicle is determined to be ready to platoon;

sending a host system ready to platoon message to the platoon partner,

wherein the host system ready to platoon message is only sent to the platoon partner

when the platoon controller on the host vehicle is determined to be ready to platoon

and after the platoon partner's platoon control system ready message has been

received;

receiving a platoon partner ready to platoon message indicating that the

platoon partner has consented to platooning, wherein the platoon partner ready to

platoon message is only received after sending the host system ready to platoon

message;

informing a driver of the host vehicle that the platoon partner is ready to

platoon, wherein the driver is only informed that the platoon partner is ready to

platoon after the platoon partner ready to platoon message has been received;

receiving an initiate platoon command from the driver;

initiating at least partially automated platoon control of the host vehicle in

response to the initiate platoon command.

2. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the host vehicle includes an engine

and brakes and wherein platoon control automatically generates engine torque

requests and braking requests suitable for controlling the host vehicle to platoon

behind the platoon partner.

3. A method as recited in claim 1 or 2 wherein the platooning prerequisite checks

include at least:

verifying that the platoon partner is within a designated range of the host

vehicle;



verifying that communications between the host and the platoon partners are

stable;

verifying that a tracking unit on the host has a fix on the platoon partner; and

verifying that no cut-in vehicle has been detected between the host and the

platoon partner;

4. A method as recited in claim 3 wherein the platooning prerequisite checks

further include:

verifying that at least two of platoon partner speed, host vehicle speed, and

relative speed of the host vehicle relative to the platoon partner are within approved

platooning limits;

verifying that current decelerations of the host and platoon partner do not

exceed approved thresholds; and

verifying that transitioning to platoon control at the current time would not

cause generation of a braking request exceeding a designated braking request

threshold.

5. A method as recited in any of the preceding claims wherein the platooning

prerequisite checks include verifying that the platoon partner is currently in a ready to

platoon state.

6. A method for determining whether a platoon controller on a host vehicle is

ready to initiate platoon control of the host vehicle, the method comprising:

verifying that a platoon partner is currently in a ready to platoon state;

verifying that the platoon partner is within a designated range of the host

vehicle;

verifying that communications between the host and the platoon partners are

stable; and

verifying that a tracking unit on the host has a fix on the platoon partner.

7. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising:

verifying that a current deceleration of the platoon partner does not exceed an

designated deceleration thresholds.

8. A method as recited in claim 6 or 7 further comprising:

verifying that no cut-in vehicle has been detected between the host and the

platoon partner.



9. A method as recited in any of claims 6-8 further comprising:

verifying that the platoon partner is currently confirming that it is receiving

stable communications from the host vehicle.

10. A method as recited in any of claims 6-9 further comprising:

verifying that transitioning to platoon control at the current time would not

cause generation of a braking request exceeding a designated braking request

threshold.

11. A method as recited in any of claims 6-10 further comprising:

verifying that at least two of platoon partner speed, host vehicle speed, and

relative speed of the host vehicle relative to the platoon partner are within approved

platooning limits.

12. A platoon controller for controlling a host vehicle's participation in a platoon

that includes the host vehicle and a partner vehicle, the platoon controller comprising

a state machine that determines the state of the platoon controller, wherein available

states of the state machine when the host vehicle is designated a trailing vehicle

include:

a rendezvous state;

a back system ready state;

a back ready to platoon state;

a back maintain platoon control state; and

a back dissolve platoon state.

13. A platoon controller as recited in claim 12 wherein the state machine can only

transition to the back ready to platoon state when a corresponding platoon controller

on the partner vehicle is in a front ready to platoon state that requires a driver of the

partner vehicle to affirmatively indicate that the driver is ready to platoon.

14. A platoon controller as recited in claim 12 or 13 wherein the state machine can

only transition to the back system ready state when a multiplicity of platooning

prerequisite checks are met.

15. A platoon controller as recited in claim 14 wherein the platooning prerequisite

checks include:

verifying that a platoon partner is currently in a ready to platoon state;



verifying that the platoon partner is within a designated range of the host

vehicle;

verifying that communications between the host and the platoon partners are

stable; and

verifying that a tracking unit on the host has a fix on the platoon partner.

16. A platoon controller as recited in any of claims 12-15 wherein a driver of the

trailing vehicle must affirmatively indicate that the driver is ready to platoon for the

state machine to transition from the back ready to platoon state to the back maintain

platoon control state.

17. A platoon controller as recited in any of claims 12-16 wherein available states

of the state machine when the host vehicle is designated a leading vehicle include:

a front rendezvous state;

a front system ready state;

a front ready to platoon state; and

a front maintain platoon state.

18. A platoon controller as recited in any of claims 12-16 wherein the platoon

controller is further configured to perform a multiplicity of platooning requirement

checks when the state machine is in the back maintain platoon control state, and

wherein failure of any of the platooning requirement checks causes the state machine

to transition to the back dissolve platoon state.

19. A platoon controller as recited in claim 18 wherein one of the platooning

requirement checks monitors communications received from the platoon partner and

will cause the state machine to transition from the back maintain platoon control state

to the back dissolve state if reliable communications are not received from the platoon

partner for a designated period of time.

20. A platoon controller as recited in claim 18 or 19 wherein one of the platooning

requirement checks will cause the state machine to transition from the back maintain

platoon control state to the back dissolve state when a vehicle of concern is identified

in front of the platoon partner.



21. A method for generating braking alerts to a driver of a vehicle while the

vehicle is being at least semi-automatically controlled by a platoon controller as a

trailing vehicle in a platoon, the method comprising:

determining a desired braking level based at least in part on information

received from a platoon partner that is in front of the trailing vehicle;

determining whether the desired braking level exceeds a maximum braking

that can be commanded by the platoon controller; and

when it is determined that the desired braking level exceeds the maximum

braking that can be commanded by the platoon controller and additional braking is

deemed necessary, issuing an alert to the driver to manually apply brakes.

22. A method as recite in claim 2 1 wherein the alert includes a spoken audio

notification that indicates urgency for braking.

23. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein the spoken alert is BRAKE NOW.

24. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the platooning prerequisite checks

include verifying that the platoon partner is currently in a ready to platoon state.

25. A method as recited in claims 6 further comprising:

verifying that the platoon partner is currently confirming that it is receiving

stable communications from the host vehicle.

26. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising:

verifying that transitioning to platoon control at the current time would not

cause generation of a braking request exceeding a designated braking request

threshold.

27. A platoon controller as recited in claim 12 wherein a driver of the trailing

vehicle must affirmatively indicate that the driver is ready to platoon for the state

machine to transition from the back ready to platoon state to the back maintain

platoon control state.

28. A platoon controller as recited in claim 12 wherein the platoon controller is

further configured to perform a multiplicity of platooning requirement checks when

the state machine is in the back maintain platoon control state, and wherein failure of

any of the platooning requirement checks causes the state machine to transition to the

back dissolve platoon state.



29. A platoon controller as recited in claim 28 wherein one of the platooning

requirement checks monitors communications received from the platoon partner and

will cause the state machine to transition from the back maintain platoon control state

to the back dissolve state if reliable communications are not received from the platoon

partner for a designated period of time.

30. A platoon controller as recited in claim 28 wherein one of the platooning

requirement checks will cause the state machine to transition from the back maintain

platoon control state to the back dissolve state when a vehicle of concern is identified

in front of the platoon partner.
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